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1.
Blondin's Gigantic Arena. Dimensions.
Length of Fence 400 English feet. Width of
Fence 800 English Feet. Height of Fence 8
English Feet. Length of Tent 250 English Feet.
Width of Tent 200 English Feet. Height of Tent
50 English Feet. [Accompanying Sheet]:
Explanations of further measurements and
details of erecting the tent.
[n.d. c.1860.]
Very scarce lithograph 265 x 420mm (10½ x 16½"),
and etched sheet folded in half 280 x 256mm (11 x
10").
£290
Jean François Gravelet Blondin (1824-1897) was a
French tight-rope walker and acrobat. Blondin went to
the United States in 1855 to perform with the Ravel
troupe in New York City. It was in 1861 that Blondin
first appeared in London, at the Crystal Palace. His
success continued with a series of performance at the
Crystal Palace in 1862, and elsewhere in England, and
on the continent. His final performance was in Belfast
in 1896 and a year later he passed away in Ealing aged
72.

4.
[Satirical frontispiece]
R.W[hite] Sculp Printed for A. Mearne, T. Dring, B.
Tooke, T. Sawbridge, & C. Mearne [c.1683]
Rare engraving; sheet 300 x 185mm (11¾ x 7¼").
Trimmed within plate.
£250
A satirical frontispiece to John Nalson's (1638–1686)
"Impartial Collection of the Great Affairs of State"
alluding to the execution of Charles I and the condition
of England. A ship is struggling in a stormy sea and the
crew throw a king overboard while shore standing
onlookers watch, some disputing and others in full on
brawls. A church acts as a lighthouse and a beam from
the window projects onto the boat. It is suggested that
the scene depicted is the Royal Sovereign (previously
named 'Sovereign of the Seas'), a ship ordered by
Charles I in 1634 which was in regular service during
the three Anglo-Dutch Wars, before finally being lost
to fire at Chatham in 1697. It was repeatedly taken by
the Dutch, but retaken each time. See Ref: 42843 for
proof before letters.
Stock: 56000

Stock: 56068

Bewick Gleanings: being Impressions
from Copperplates and Wood Blocks,
Engraved in the Bewick Workshop, Remaining
in the possession of the family until the death of
the last Miss Bewick, and sold afterwards by
order of her executors. Edited, with Notes, by
Julia Boyd... To which are added, Lives of
Thos. Bewick and his Pupils. With Impressions
from other Wood Blocks Collected by or Left
to the Author.
2.

Printed and Published by Andrew Reid, Printing Court
Buildings, Akenside Hill, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.
1886.
4to, Small Paper Copy No 44, signed in ink by the
editor; green half morocco gilt, top edge gilt; pp. xiv,
including engraved frontis. portrait, + 108 + 104,
woodcuts throughout, 53 numbered engraved plates at
rear with tissue guards. A little rubbing to binding,
occasional foxing, bookplate on front pastedown.
£350
Stock: 56129

3.
Lector [...]
J. Goddard Sculp. [n.d., c.1650.]
Engraved frontispiece, 17th century watermark. Image
270 x 180mm (10½ x 7"). Toning. Crease in bottom
margin and torn right hand margin.
£180
A 'To the Reader' message in Latin, surrounded by the
standards of the nobility, possibly early 17th century
Members of Parliament. Frontis piece to 'Pisgah: Sight
of Palestine' by Thomas Fuller. See Ref: 30273 for
coloured version.
Stock: 56177

5.
[Let Sleeping Dogs Lie]
HD 1930. Copyright 1930 by Frost & Reed Ltd. (of
Bristol, England) in the United States of America.
Rare etching signed by the artist in pencil. Frost &
Reed blindstamp, one of the smaller limited editions
33/150, very large margins. Frame dimensions 275 x
445mm (11¾ x 16"). Unexamined out of frame. £950
Two airedale puppies blissfully asleep. Herbert
Thomas Dicksee (1862-1942) was an English painter
who specialised in paintings of dogs and animals. He
studied at the Slade School of Art and his first painting
was exhibited in 1881. His paintings were usually done
from life; he kept numerous dogs as pets and
frequented London Zoo. His daughter, Dorothy was the
executor of his will, which directed her to destroy most
of the plates for his etchings.
Stock: 56064

6.
Rough and Ready.
Frank Paton [pencil signature]. London, Published
Nov.r 17.th 1888 by E.E. Leggatt, 62, Cheapside E.C.
Etching, signed by the artist in pencil. 210 x 260mm
(8¼ x 10¼"). Some paper toning.
£230
Three terriers ratting in a hayloft. surrounded by
remarques including: a football game; at the barbers;
training a dog to jump through a hoop; handing out
seasick bowls aboard a steam ship; a bureau de change;
a bear hunting a city gent; horse racing; and actors

admiring their costume in a mirror. A rare early image
of Association Football.
Frank Paton (1856-1909) was best known for his
paintings and etchings of animals and scenes of rural
life.
Stock: 56053

7.
Christ's College New Buildings.
Cambridge University Almanack 1832.
Coloured engraving. Sheet 330 x 485mm (13 x 19").
Trimmed within plate, slightly creased.
£240
Stock: 56083

8.
Collegii Regalis Apud Cantabrigienses
Sacellum. Kings College Chappel in
Cambridge.
[after David Loggan.] [London: Thomas Smith, 1724.]
Engraving. Two sheets conjoined, total 570 x 890mm
(22½ x 35").
£750
A view of King's College Chapel, Cambridge, with part
of Clare Hall on the left, engraved after David
Loggan's view in his 'Cantabrigia illustrata', 1690.
From 'Britannia Illustrata'.
Stock: 56219

9.
[Grandmother Easy's] Wonders of a
Toy-Shop.
[London: Dean & Co., 1852.]
8 hand-coloured wood-engravings, last 2 sheets repro;
each sheet c. 220 x 145mm (8¾ x 5¾"). Laid on album
sheets with other scraps.
£180
The complete set of eight scenes of a toyshop owner
showing children around his stock, explained with
humourous quadrains, including cricket bats, racquets
and stuffed animals etc. but lacking the illustrated
covers of the pamphlet.
Stock: 56186

Dixon and Son, Britannia Metal
Manufacturers. Cornish Place, Sheffield.
10.

Tompkin. [n.d. c.1880.]
Engraving, sheet 127 x 196mm (5 x 7¾").
£65
James Dixon & Sons founded 1806 in Sheffield, was
one of the major British manufacturers in the Industrial
Revolution on the 19th Century. They were the bestknown manufacturer of Britannia Metal, and also the
world leader in manufacturing shooting accessories
through the late Victorian era, and other items from
tools to aircraft propellors.
Stock: 56066

11.
[Fishing hooks] Walter Tait At Kirkbank
near Jedburgh in Tiviotdale Makes and Sells,
in Wholesale or Retail, All sorts of Fish Hooks
at Reasonable Ratesd Exceeded by none yet
Known, Likewise All Sizes of Shorn, Salmon
Gish & Trout Hooks Pike Hooks D.o with
springs chains &c of the newest German
Fashion With the Truest sort of Carlisle Hooks
D.o Gentleman may Depend upon having them
Drest for all the Fishing Months of the Year.
N.B. All Sorts of Fishing Netts made or
mended.
[n.d., c.1745.]
Engraved trade card. 170 x 120mm (6¾ x 4¾").
Repaired tears, creases reinforced on reverse.
£850
Extremely rare trade card with vignette of fish and
hooks.
Stock: 56233

12.
Bo. of J. Taylor, Umbrella, Parasol &
Fishing Tackle Maker, 64 Piccadilly, Two
Doors from the New White Horse Cellar.
Matthews sc. Leather Lane Hoburn. [1823 in ink mss.
on reverse.]
Engraved bill head with ink mss. Sheet 155 x 185mm
(6 x 7¼"), watermarked 1823. Tears and creasing,
remains of an in stamp.
£360
With vignettes of an angling scene and two umbrellas,
one furled and one open.
Stock: 56232

13.
[Innkeeper] Sarah Brendel, Artichoke
Tavern Blackwall.
[n.d. c.1830.]
Engraving. 80 x 130mm (3¼ x 5"). Glued to backing
sheet at sides.
£50
Sarah Brendel, keeper of the Artichoke Tavern,
Blackwall, who seemed to inherit the business from
Crestmand Brendel. See: NMM: PAI9042.
Stock: 56062

14.
[LINEN DRAPERS] Bot. of Woollett &
Co. Drapers, Haberdashers,
Hosie[rs]...[remainder missing.]
Webb & Son, Sc. Snow Hill, London. [c.1830]
Fragment of steel engraved illustrated billhead,
vignette of a large retail premises, with some aquatint.
Sheet 85 x 130mm, 3¼ x 5". Cut and glued to backing
sheet
£60
A view of Woollett & Co drapers and haberdashers in
Albert Terrace.
Stock: 56065

15.
Coronation Procession of his Majesty
George the Fourth, 10th July, 1821.

decided to go to his aid and was lynched himself on
arrival. Landwehr: Pg.62; State I of III.
Stock: 56013

17.
Tableaux des Français. Siege de Orléans
En 1429.
Borel in. de. C. Marchand Sculpsit. [n.d., c.1780.]
Engraving. Sheet 290 x 340mm (11½ x 13¼").
Trimmed within plate, laid on album paper with
portrait of Joan of Arc. Slight creasing top left. £140
A scene of Joan of Arc in armour leading an assault on
the walls of Orleans, with an engraved text
underneath..
Stock: 55764

Drawn & Etched by W. Heath. Published 19th July
1823 by R. H. Laurie N.o 53 Fleet Street London.
Etching with aquatint, hand coloured. 285 x 425mm
(11¼ x 16¼") large margins. Toning and faint foxing.
Three nicks in the lower margin and a crease in the top
right corner.
£380
Part of the street procession of George IV's extravagant
coronation to suit his notoriously lavish personal tastes.
The air balloon flying above the procession
symbollically represents balloonist Charles Green's
first ascension and the first successful use of coal gas
which was cheaper than hydrogen and more readily
available.
Stock: 56139

18.
[Banquet for the Coronation of Joseph
I.] Die kaÿserle: Taffel in der Ritterstüben.

16.
[Murder of the De Witts]
R. de Hooghe. del et Sc. 1672
Very rare first state etching with detached letterpress,
320 x 405mm (12½ x 16"). Cut.
£450
Four plates on one sheet depicting and describing the
murder of the De Witt brothers. The upper left: attack
outside the prison Gevangenport; upper right: slaughter
in front of the Buitenhof; lower left:corpses stripped
and dragged to the scaffold; lower right: the mutilated
corpses suspended upside-down on the gallows. Their
killing, 20 August 1672, was an act of aggression of a
furious local mob, supporters of the 22 year old
William of Orange who had just been appointed
stadtholder and commander-in-chief of the army and
navy by the political opponents of Johan (1625 –
1672). Johan had agreed to his forced resignation, but
had also been imprisoned at the Gevangenport and his
brother Cornelis (1623 – 1672(, hearing the news,

J.C. Hackhofer del. J.A. Pfeffel et C. Engelbrecht fec.
[Vienna: Johann Jacob Kürner, 1705.]
Engraving with etching. 335 x 480mm (13¼ x 19").
Framed. Centre fold as issued. Unexamined out of
frame.
£480
An orchestra plays from a balcony. Delegates
approach to pay homage to the new Holy Roman
Emperor at a dining table, during the celebrations for
the coronation of Joseph I in Vienna, 22nd September
1705.
Plate VI of Ludwig von Gülich's ''Erb-Huldigung, so...
Josepho dem Ersten Von Denen gesambten NiderOesterreichische Ständen...''. The author was a delegate
from Lower Austria.
Stock: 56017

19.

[Banquet for the Coronation of Joseph

I.]
J.C. Hackhofer del. J.A. Pfeffel et C. Engelbrecht fec.
[Vienna: Johann Jacob Kürner, 1705.]
Engraving with etching. 285 x 500mm (11¼ x 19¾").
Framed. Centre fold as issued. Unexamined out of
frame.
£450
A banquet during the celebrations for the coronation of
Joseph I in Vienna, 22nd September 1705. An
impressive image of a feast scene including an
orchestra.
Plate VIII of Ludwig von Gülich's ''Erb-Huldigung,
so... Josepho dem Ersten Von Denen gesambten NiderOesterreichische Ständen...''. The author was a delegate
from Lower Austria.
Stock: 56125

became a hospital ship at Sheerness (1807-15), then a
convict ship, first at Woolwich (1818-24) then
Deptford (1824-c.1831, before being broken up in
1834. Australian interest.
Stock: 56036

20.
[Banquet for the Coronation of Joseph
I.] Freÿ Taffel der M:D: dreÿ obern H.n.
Ständten.
J.C. H.akhofer delin. C. Engelbrecht et J.A. Pfeffel fec.
[Vienna: Johann Jacob Kürner, 1705.]
Engraving with etching. 530 x 395mm (21 x 15½").
Framed. Centre fold as issued. Unexamined out of
frame.
£550
An elevated view of the food presented at a banquet
celebrating the coronation of Joseph I in Vienna, 22nd
September 1705. An impressive image of a feast scene.
Engraved by Christian Engelbrecht and Johann
Andreas Pfeffel after Johan Cyriak Hackhofer, plate
VII of Ludwig von Gülich's ''Erb-Huldigung, so...
Josepho dem Ersten Von Denen gesambten NiderOesterreichische Ständen...''. The author was a delegate
from Lower Austria, who was present at this banquet.
Stock: 56016

23.
The ''America'' Schooner, 170 Tons,
Winning the Royal Yacht Squadron Cup &
Passing the ''Victoria & Albert'' off the
Needles. Friday, August 22nd 1851.
Augustus Butler, Del.t & Lith. Printed & Pub.d by
Stannard & Dixon, 7 Poland St. [n.d., c.1851.]
Rare tinted lithograph with touches of hand colour.
Printed area 280 x 340mm (11 x 13½").
£950
A marine scene showing the Schooner Yacht 'America'
sailing off the coast of the Isle of Wight in 1851. HMY
Victoria and Albert was a twin-paddle steamer used as
the royal yacht.
For winning the race, 'America', built by a syndicate of
members of the New York Sailing Club, was awarded
the '£100 Cup'. Now known as 'The America's Cup'
after the first winner, it is the oldest international
sporting trophy.

21.

Stock: 50444

J. Wyld del.t. Drawn and Printed at the Lithographic
Establishment Quarter Master Generals Office Horse
Guards 1821.
Rare lithographic map with hand coloured outline.
Printed area 260 x 220mm (10¼ x 8¾").
£160
A sketch map showing the three processional routes to
Westminster Abbey for the coronation of George IV on
19th July 1821. The event was famously delayed for
nearly a year when George's estranged wife, Caroline
of Brunswick, demanded her right to attend.

24.
The "Mealy's" off duty. Brighton, 1874.
Military Caricatures 2.

[Routes of the processions for George
IV's coronation.]

T.S. Seccombe Capt.n RA. [n.d., c.1875.]
Very rare coloured lithograph. Sheet size: 500 x
375mm (19¾ x 14¾"). Some creasing.
£190
Plate 2 from 'Seccombe's Military Caricatures'. c.1875.
Major Thomas Strong Seccombe (1840 - 1913) became
a member of the Ipswich Art Club in 1875, the same
year that he was promoted Major. Ogilby. 816: 2.
Stock: 55393

Stock: 56055

The Discovery, Convict Ship (lying at
Deptford). The Vessell which accompanied
Capt. Cook, on his last Voyage.
22.

Drawn & Etched by Edw. W. Cooke, 1828. London,
Publisged Feb. 1829.
Etching. 165 x 200mm (6½ x 8"). Small margins. Tear
touching plate at top taped.
£160
This 'Discovery' was George Vancouver's lead ship in
his voyages to Australia and the Pacific north-west
(1791-5), not Cook's (broken up in 1797). After
fighting at the Battle of Copenhagen (1801) she

25.
The Muffled Drum - by John Mayne,
Author of the Poem of Glasgow.
Publish'd Oct.r 7 1805 by Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet
Street, London.
Etching. 185 x 255mm. (7¾ x 10"), watermarked 'Ivy
Mill 1812'). Paper tone.
£140
A military funeral at a seaside church.
John Mayne (1759-1836) was a printer, journalist and
poet of Dumfries, who influenced both Robert Burns
and Walter Scott. His 'Glasgow' was published in the
Glasgow Magazine in December 1783.
Stock: 56037

Abcontrasetung der Schacht so Zwischen
den Strasbügischen Und Leharingischen an.º
1592 den 25 aügüsti Gerhalten Worden, alles
Weiter In Beÿ Legenden Verzeihnüss, aüs
gesühret.
26.

[n.d., c.1600.
Scarce & rare copper engraving. Sheet 210 x 285mm,
8¼ x 11¼". Damaged. Edge chipped, a short tear and a
few old repairs and losses.
£260
A map-view of a battle between the armies of
Strasbourg and Lorraine, 25th August 1592, with the
topography displayed as a map, but the battle
graphically. A large profile of Strasbourg has the
Cathedral shown prominently. This battle was fought
during the religious wars that swept Germany
(Strasboug had become Protestant in 1532); after this
battle it was decided that the Cathedral should be
shared between Protestants and Catholics, with a
Bishop for each denomination.
Stock: 56174

27.
Retraite de Leipzig.
Grenier del.t. Litho: de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 310 x 390mm (12¼ x 15¼"),
with very large margins.
£190
Napoleon giving orders to his generals after his defeat
at the Battle of Leipzig (16-19th October 1813) begins.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55864

28.
[Battle of the Mincio River, 1814.]
Passage du Mincio.
L. Gudin del. Litho: de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 310 x 390mm (12¼ x 15¼"),
with very large margins.
£220
A battle in Lombardy, northern Italy, between the
French led by Eugène de Beauharnais (son of
Napoleon's first wife, Joesphine) and the Austrians
under Field Marshal Heinrich von Bellegarde.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55865

29.
Bataille de Ratisbonne. Salon 1810.
Gantherat Pinxit. Litho: de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 300 x 405mm (11¾ x 16"),
with very large margins.
£260
Early in the Battle of Ratisbon (also Battle of
Regensburg, 23th April 1809) Napoleon was shot in
the ankle. However, because of the distance of the shot,
it only caused a bruise.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55867

30.
Bataille de Rivoli.
C. Vernet. Lit: de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 300 x 440mm (11¾ x 17¼"),
with large margins.
£190
General Napoleon Bonaparte and his officers on
horseback above the Battle of Rivoli (14-15 January
1797), in which Austria's fourth and final attempt to
relieve the siege of Mantua failed.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55871

31.
Hudson Lowe. Lt. General [Facsimile
signature].
London, John Murray, Albermarle Street, June 1853.
Rare engraving on india. Plate: 150 x 220mm (6 x 8½")
large margins. Some staining on outer margins.
£85
Half-length portrait of Sir Hudson Lowe (1769-1844),
a British soldier who served as Governor of St. Helena
during Napoleon's imprisonment on the island.
Frontispiece to Forsyth's 'Captivity of Napoleon' (3
Vols, 1853)
Stock: 56087

32.
Violettes du 20 Mars 1815.
Canu fecit. Deposee a la Direction generale. A Paris,
rue St. Jacques no.29.
Coloured etching. 230x 145mm (9 x 5¾").
£70
Impression of an uncommon 'puzzle' portrait showing
the profile of Napoleon to the top right framed by the
bud and leaf, Empress Marie Louise of France and
their son Napoléon-François-Charles-Joseph
Bonaparte, King of Rome, in profile to the right
between and below his parents. Napoleon was
nicknamed "Corporal Violet" by his soldiers after
returning from Elba during Springtime, when those
flowers were in bloom.

Prints such as these were published so that Napoleon's
supporters could display their feelings covertly.
Stock: 55994

33.
Map of the Island of Elba. Porto Ferrajo.
Davies sculp.t. Published by R. Bowyer, Pall Mall,
1825.
Coloured aquatint with stipple and line engraving; J.
Whatman 1811 watermark. 410 x 285mm (16 x 11¼").
Very large margins on 3 sides.
£180
An engraved map of Elba, an aquatint view of Porto
Ferrajo, and an untitled stipple portrait of Napoleon
Bonaparte, with two examples of his signatures.
Published in Robert Bowyer's 'Triumphs in Europe, in
the Campaigns of the Years 1812, 1813, 1814
commemorated by a Series of Twelve Views...', which
celebrated (prematurely) the end of the Napoleonic
Wars. This work was republished the following year as
'An Illustrated Record of Important Events in the
Annals of Europe', and again with an sister publication
'The Campaign of Waterloo' from 1816.
Stock: 55885

35.
Napoléon.
Cl. Leclerc. J. Lith. de Villain. A Paris, chez Lemiere,
M.d d'Estampes, rue du Remart, S.t H.re No 4 [n.d.
c.1830.]
Lithograph. Printed area 380 x 240mm (15 x 9½"),
with large margins. Repaired tear. Nicks to edges of
paper.
£230
A half-length portrait of Napoleon in uniform, with a
vignette of an eagle and snake on his tomb on St
Helena.
Stock: 56148

36.
Passage de la Bérézina.
L. Marin. Marin del. Lith. de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 320 x 400mm (12½ x 15¾"),
with very large margins.
£220
On the Retreat from Moscow in 1812, Napoleon's army
was trapped by the Berezina River. A swiftlyconstructed pontoon bridge allowed Napoleon and his
generals to cross, but many ordinary soldiers perished
tryring to swim the icy waters after Napoleon ordered
the bridge to be burned to stop the chasing Russian
army.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55861

37.
[Coronation of Napoleon.] [Title llegible.]
Courtin, les figures par Adam. Litho: de C. Motte. [n.d.
c.1826.]
Lthograph. Printed area 310 x 400mm (12¼ x 15¾"),
with very large margins.
£180
Josephine kneels before the new emperor during the
coronation of Napoleon Bonaparte at Notre-Dame de
Paris (December 2nd, 1804). The scene is based on the
famous painting by Jacques-Louis David, completed in
1807.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55884

34.
[Death mask of Napoleon] Napoleone.
[Dessine et Gravé par Calamatta d'après le
plâtre original moulé à Ste Helène par le
Docteur Antommarchi.]
[Imprimé par Chardon aîne.] [Paris chez Piéri-Bénard,
Boulevard des Italiens, No.11' and 'et chez Rittner et
Goupil, Boulevard Montmartre, No.9.]
Scarce engraving, proof before inscriptions. Collector's
stamp: Bibliotheca ? 380 x 305mm (15 x 12") very
large margins. Repaired tear entering printed border at
top. Area below image not cleaned off..
£260
The death mask of Napoleon, after the so-called
Antommarchi cast; crowned with laurel wreath, with
the insignia of the Legion of Honour around the neck
and a sword in front.
Stock: 56149

38.
Départ de Fontainbleau.
V. Adam del. Lith: de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 290 x 340mm (11½ x 13½"),
with very large margins.
£190
Having abdicated, Napoleon is given a tearful send-off
by his guard as he leaves the Palace of Fontainbleau for
exile on Elba.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55875

39.
Diner à l'hotel de Ville.
Courtin, les figures par Adam. Lith: de C. Motte. [n.d.
c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 310 x 375m (12¼ x 18¾"),
with very large margins.
£180
Napoleon Bonaparte at a banquet at the Hôtel de Ville,
Paris, celebrating his marriage to Marie Louise in
1810.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55878

powerful subject produced in early 1923. In the
collections of the SMA:Uni. Of Chicago, Victoria &
Albert Museum & British Museum, London.
Stock: 56001

43.
Palatin. Boeuf Devon Durham.
Engrasse par M. Malo, Avecleur de la Vacherie
Imperiale du Pin. Lithographie a l'imprimerie
Imperiale.
Coloured lithograph sheet 415 x 485mm (16¼ x 19).
Very light staining in margins.
£140
Printed image of three cows with details of cows at the
Poissy Competition written in French.
Stock: 56031

40.
L'Apothéose.
[after Horace Vernet.] [n.d., c.1830.]
Scarce aquatint. Sheet 505 x 675mm (19¾ x 26½").
Trimmed within plate and into title at bottom. Ink
stamp on right.
£480
An engraved version of Horace Vernet's memorial to
the death of Napoleon, ''Le Tombeau de Napoléon à
Sainte-Hélène ou L’apothéose de Napoléon'' painted in
1822. It depicts Napoleon's aides on St Helena,
Generals Charles-Tristan Montholon (1783-1853) and
Henri-Gatien Bertrand (1773-1844), with Bertrand's
family, consoling one another, watched by ghostly
figures from Napoleon's armies and Sultan Selim III of
Egypt. St Helena is depicted as a rock in a stormy sea,
with wreckage representing Napoleon's victories in the
sea. Napoleon's grave is adorned with his bicorne hat
and sword.
The painting was first engraved by Jazet in 1822 with
the title 'Le Songe de Bertrand'.
Stock: 56164

41.
Retour de Syrie.
H. Vernet 1823. Lit: de C. Motte. [n.d. c.1826.]
Lithograph. Printed area 310 x 400mm (12¼ x 15¾"),
with very large margins.
£220
General Napoleon Bonaparte walking back to Egypt
after the failed 1799 expedition to Syria.
Published in A.V. Arnault's 'Vie politique et militaire
de Napoléon', Paris, 1822-1826.
Stock: 55872

42.
[The Captive.]
E.J. Detmold. [pencil signature.] 1923. Limited to 100
Signed proofs, printed in dark brown ink by the artist
himself.
Etching. Plate 350 x 302mm. 13¾ x 12", very large
margins Slight crease left corner.
£580
A fantastic image of an eagle perched on a rock with a
middle eastern city in the background with the temple
to the left. To the right can be seen two camels seated
with the city walls and mountains in the background.
Edward Julius Detmold (British, 1883-1957). Having
been traumatised by his twin's death Edward Detmold
stopped etching in 1908. An appreciative article about
the Detmolds was written for the Print Collector's
Quarterly in 1922 inspired Edward to return to etching
embarking on an immensely productive period, many
having Eastern or Oriental themes. The Captive,
represented by a tethered majestic eagle is a most

44.
[Cows out to pasture.]
Imp Lemercier & C.ie Paris.
Lithograph sheet 400 x 575mm (15¾ x 22¾");
colouring chart at bottom. Some light foxing in
margins.
£280
A view of cows out to pasture in a field. The scene
focusses on three cows in the foreground, two seem to
be about to have a drink from the marsh and one
scratches its head on a post.
Imprimeries Lemercier & Cie was a French publishing
house in Paris at 57, rue de Seine and 44, rue
Vercingétorix and operated between 1803 and 1901.
Stock: 56034

45.
[Cows in the woods]
Inv. Juzy Cub. Eng Vag Mauki. Imp. Haugard Munge
a Taus. chromo.
Coloured lithograph with colouring data below; 455 x
560mm (17¾ x 22"). Two small tears to edges of
margins.
£280
A herd of cows grazing in the woods.
Stock: 56146

46.
A Gloucestershire team of Oxen.
From an original drawing by R Hills in the possession
of the proproeters of this work. London, Pub. March 1.
1813, by Hassell & C.o 11. Clements inn.
Aquatint, plate 330 x 425mm (13 x 16½"). On paper
watermarked 'J Whatman 1811'. Thread margins on top
and bottom. Taped tear in right side that goes into the
plate mark but not the image. Some creasing.
£165
A farming scene in Gloucestershire. Men pile hay onto
a cart pulled by a team of four oxen. Robert Hills
(1769–1844) was an English painter and etcher who

primarily focused on rural scenes, particularly farm
animals. See Abbey Life 140
Stock: 56030

47.
[Three cows in a landscape]
London, Publish'd March 1. 1806 by RHills
Hand coloured etching plate 230 x 345mm (9 x 13½")
very large margins. Tears to edges. Creases in margins
Some very light time staining.
£75
One cow sleeps curled up on the ground as two others
wander up to it. Robert Hills (1769–1844) was an
English painter and etcher who primarily focussed on
rural scenes, particularly farm animals.

A rare 'puzzle' print, depicting a bunch of flowers, with
a rose, representing England, a thistle, representing
Scotland, and several clovers, representing Ireland. The
outline profiles of 'His late Magesty Geo.e 3d' [died
1820], Louis XVIII, Wellington, Blucher, the Tsar of
Russia and others can be seen within the flowers.
The list of all eight portraits is inscribed below to the
left.
Stock: 56171

Stock: 56033

48.
[Two cows standing in water.]
London, Publish'd Feb.y 20.th 1806 by RHills
Hand coloured etching, plate 230 x 345mm (9 x 13½"),
very large margins. Tears to edges. Creases in margins
Some very light time staining.
£70
Two cows standing in some water. Robert Hills (1769–
1844) was an English painter and etcher who primarily
focussed on rural scenes, particularly farm animals.
Stock: 56032

49.
Key to Mr Walker's Engraving of the
Passing of the Reform Bill.
[after S.W.Reynolds.] London June 1836; Published by
Mr Walker, 64 Margaret Street, & 22 London Street,
Edinburgh.
Rare steel engraving. Sheet 290 x 330mm. Edges
chipped and stained; tears into image and publication
line.
£190
The key plate to Samuel William Reynold's 'The
Reform Bill Receiving the King's Assent by Royal
Commission, 7 June 1832'. From the Reference
Library of the Parker Gallery.
Stock: 56076

51.
The Rose Shamrock & Thistle. To
General Union. This Plate containing Profiles
of Eight Illustrious Personages is most humbly
Inscribed by a Friend of Liberty.
[n.d., c.1815.]
Engraving with hand-colouring on card. 160 x 120mm
(6¼ x 4¾"). Laid on album paper. Light foxing and
cockling. Glued tear top right.
£180
Silhouettes of several key figures in European politics
can be detected among the leaves and flowers: the
Prince Regent, Frederick William III of Prussia,
Marshall Blucher, George III, Francis I of Austria, the
Duke of Wellington, Louis XVIII of France, and
Alexander I of Russia.
Stock: 56169

52.
E. Edwards, Associate and Teacher of
Perspective in the Royal Academy.

50.
The Rose Shamrock & Thistle. To
General Union. This Plate containing Profiles
of Eight Illustrious Personages is most humbly
Inscribed by W.S.
[n.d., c.1820.]
Fine hand coloured engraving. Sheet size: 140 x
110mm (5½ x 4¼"). On card. Repaired tears. Some
surface dirt.
£130

Ipse pinxit. Cardon sculpsit. Published for the
Proprietor as the Act directs, 20, April 1808.
Stipple. 260 x 195mm (10¼ x 7¾"), large margins.
£120
Edward Edwards A.RA. (1738-1806), painter was
elected an Associate Academician in 1773 and
appointed Teacher of Perspective at the Royal
Academy in 1788. This self portrait is the frontispiece
to his volume entitled 'Anecdotes of Painters', intended
as a supplement to Walpole's work. Ex Norman
Blackburn Trade Collection.
Stock: 55935

53.
[Shortshanks - Robert Seymour] R.
Seymour [facsimile signature].
London Pub. by Jane Seymour, 178, Tottenham Court
Road, May 6th, 1841.
Lithograph on chine collé. Printed area 125 x 90mm (5
x 3½").
£70
Robert Seymour (1798-1836), painter, etcher and
lithographer who, as 'Shortshanks', succeeded William
Heath as lead caricaturist of the day, taking over from
him as illustrator of 'The Looking Glass' or McLean's
'Monthly Sheet of Caricatures', moving from etching to
lithography. He was also the first illustrator of Charles
Dickens' 'Pickwick Papers' producing seven plates
before his death in 1836.
This portrait was published by his widow.
Stock: 55917

An equestrian portrait of Charles II before a pre-Fire
prospect of London, surrounded by allegorical figures
including Mercury and Cupid. Originally published in
1658 it represents the exiled Charles's ambition of
regaining his throne.
After the Royalist defeat in the Civil War, Cavendish
settled in Antwerp, where his treatise on horsemanship,
'La Methode et Invention nouvelle de Dresser les
Chevaux', was published by Jacob van Meurs c.1658.
This example is from the first English edition, 'A
General System of Horsemanship in All Its Branches'.
Stock: 55969

56.
Carolus II. D. G. Mag: Brit: Fran: &
Hiber: Rex &c.
R. White Sculpsit. Sold by Moses Pitt at the Angel in
St. Pauls Churchyard. [n.d. c.1680]
Engraving. Sheets: 475 x 280mm (18¾ x 11"). Slight
distortion to paper.
£290
A full-length portrait of Charles II (1630-1685).
Griffiths Print in Stuart Britain No 100. For Pair see
Ref: 42416.
Stock: 56184

57.
Carolus II. Dei Gratia Angliae Scotias
Francias et Hibernae Rex
P.Lely pinxit. A.Blooteling fecit et. ex. 1680.
A fine mezzotint, framed. Plate 347 x 255mm (13¾" x
10"). Thread margins. Very small surface staining
above head and to left.
£380
Charles II (Charles Stuart; 29 May 1630 – 6 February
1685) was the King of England, Scotland, and Ireland.
CS:h. as described. Wessely No.8. Ex: Daniell &
Son.
Stock: 56242

[George Byron]. Clime of the
unforgotten brave! [...]
54.

Drawn from a Sketch in the Possession of the Comte
Demitris Deladesina, in Cephalonia: corrected &
Published in London, Feb.y 1825 by A Friedel,
Publisher of Portraits of all the principal Greek Chiefs.
Lithograph. Sheet 390 x 270mm (15¼ x 10½"). Slight
foxing.
£490
Head and shoulders portrait of Lord George Byron,
wearing one of three cavalry helmets he had made,
based upon descriptions of armour in Homer's Iliad,
with his crest on the brow.
One of the three is held in the National Historical
Museum of Greece.
Stock: 56203

55.
Charles le Second Roy de la Grande
Bretagne.
Abr: van Diepenbeeck inv: C. Caukercken fecit.
[London: John Brindley, 1743.]
Engraving. 380 x 500mm (15 x 19¾"), with original
red ruling. Tears taped.
£360

58.
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales
&c [&] Her Royal Highness The Princess of
Wales.&c
G. Kneller Eq: Baronet pinx. 1717 [&] 1716. Geo:
Vertue Londini Sculp: 1724. London Sold by G.
Vertue at his house in Brownlow Street. Drury Lane.
Pair of engravings, sheets c.460 x 340mm (18 x 13½").
Trimmed within plates, laid on album pages.
£750
A fine pair of portraits of George II (1683-1760) as
Prince of Wales and his consort Caroline Wilhelmina
of Brandenburg-Ansbach (1683-1737), in oval frames,
after Sir Godfrey Kneller (1646 - 1723).
The pair married in 1705, nearly a decade before the
Hanoverian succession.
Stock: 56081

Mezzotint, plate 355 x 250mm (14 x 9¾"), with
margins. Some creasing in margins. Scored lines
visible across the plate visible on the print, even on the
unlettered state, suggest that a cancelled plate was reused.
£360
Three-quarter length, seated portrait of a young lady
(possibly Mrs Flora MacDonald). She holds the end of
a garland of flowers up in her right hand, the other end
resting under left hand in her lap, a crook across her lap
and a lamb at her feet to left. Chaloner Smith 417.aI.
Stock: 55995

62.
J. Scott Russell M.A._F.R.S._M.I.C.E.
Engineer and Ship Builder.

59.
Maria Princeps Auriaca.
P. Lely Pinxit. A. Blooteling fecit et Ex. Cum
Privilegio Ordinum Hallandiae et West-Frisiae. [n.d.
c.1677-89.]
Mezzotint. 350 x 255mm (13¾ x 10"), very large
margins. Slight crease.
£850
A bust portrait of Mary II (1662-94) as Princess of
Orange, her hair styled in ringlets cascading over her
left shoulder wearing a low dress with mantel
decorated with pearls. She married William of Orange
(1650-1702) in 1677 and resided in with him in
Holland until the deposition of her father James II in
the aftermath of The Glorious Revolution, 1688. Mary
and William were invited to return to England as Mary
II and William III; she proved a wise and effective
ruler, especially during William's absences at war, and
her many charitable schemes included the William and
Mary Missionary College, Williamsburg, Virginia. Not
in CS.

Engraved by W. H. Mote, from a Photograph by
Mayall [n.d., c.1850]
Rare engraving and stipple, plate 185 x 120mm (7¼ x
4¼"). Some creasing and time staining with tears to
edges.
£80
A half-length seated portrait of John Scott Russell
with an engineering plan on his knee. John Scott
Russell (1808-1882) was a Scottish civil engineer,
naval architect and shipbuilder who built Great Eastern
in collaboration with Isambard Kingdom Brunel (18061859). He made the discovery of the wave of
translation that gave birth to the modern study of
solitons, and developed the wave-line system of ship
construction.
Stock: 55996

Stock: 56235

60.
[Circe]
Painted by D Gardner. Engrav'd by T Watson. London,
Publish'd Nov.r 1st. 1778, for T Watson.
Scratched letter proof mezzotint, plate 250 x 195mm
(9¼ x 7¾"), with small margins. Bit messy.
£230
Imaginary portrait of the Greek mythological
entrantress Circe. A half length front facing portrait of
a young woman within an oval frame. She holds a cup
in her left hand and a wand in the other, wearing a pale
gown and dark cloak, her hair dressed half up with a
circlet.
Stock: 55997

61.
[Shepherdess] [As harmless as a Turtle
of the Woods, As opining Flowers untainted yet
n.th Winds, Fair as the Summer Beauty of the
Field, The Pride of Nature, and the Joy of
Sense]
Hen.y Pickering pinx.t. John Faber fecit. Price 2 Shill.s
Sold by Faber at the Golden Head in Bloomsbury
Square. [n.d., c.1740].

63.
Samuel Buck. Nathaniel Buck.
Jos. Highmore pinx.t. Rich.d Houston sculp. London,
Printed for Rob.t Sayer No 53 Fleet Street. Published
as the Act Directs 10 April 1774.
Mezzotint. 230 x 330mm (9 x 13"), very large margins.
Central fold, slight stains in the margins.
£280
The Buck brothers, engravers and topographical
draughtsmen, publishers of a series of large panoramas
of English cities.
The 'Buck's Antiquities' (1712-53) was a highlyregarded series of over 400 views of ruins in England
and Wales. When Sayer bought the plates he had this
portrait engraved as a frontispiece for his reissue. CS:
17, state ii of iv.
Stock: 56050

66.
Joseph Rullier. Se portant très bien âgé
de Cent-Sept-Dix et Cinq Mois, Né le 6 avril
1673, 3, au bourg Ste Maurice en Savoye
Permis d'imprimer et Debiter à Paris ce 25 Mars 1780
Le Noir.
Etching. 210 x 135mm (8¼ x 5¼"), with large margins.
£160
Contemporary scene of French centenarian Joseph
Rullier being presented to the French court, aged 110,
apparently published to raise money for him. Earlier
states of the plate give his age as 107 and 109.
Stock: 55758

The Right Honourable S.r Peter King
Knight, Lord Cheif Justice of his Maj.ties
Court of Comon Pleas, and one of his Maj.ties
most Honourable Privy Council A.o D.ni 1724.
67.

64.
John Bowring, L.L.D.&c.&c.
Painted by H. W. Pickersgill Esqr. R.A. Engraved by
W.m Ward Engraver to His Majesty. London
Published June 4th 1832 by W.m Ward 12 Mornington
Place Hampstead Road.
Mezzotint. 375 x 280mm (14¾ x 11"). Good
impression. Slight crease at top.
£450
Sir John Bowring (1792-1872), linguist and traveller,
diplomatist and author; seated, looking to front, his left
elbow on a table and wearing a dark coat, holding
spectacles in his left hand. Bowring promoted reforms
to the keeping of public accounts and obtained the
issue of the florin as the first step towards a decimal
system of currency. A friend of John Stuart Mill and
editor of the radical 'Westminster Review'; after a
varied career as journalist, poet, financial and
economic expert, MP, traveller and diplomat, he
became consul at Canton in 1847. He was later
appointed plenipotentiary to China and governor,
commander-in-chief and vice -admiral of Hong Kong.
Henry William Pickersgill (1782-1875). NPG D32026.

Geo: Vertue Sculpsit. Sold by Iohn Carson in Mitre
Court Fleet Street.
Copper engraving. Sheet 370 x 260mm (14½ x 10½").
Trimmed to plate.
£220
Peter King (1669-1734), 1st Baron King PC, FRS,
lawyer and politician. From 1714 to 1725 he was chief
justice of the common pleas and was appointed speaker
of the House of Lords, after being raised to peerage. In
the same year he was made Lord Chancellor, until he
was forced to resign in 1733 following a paralytic
stroke. Alexander 412, state i of ii. See 17131 for 2nd
state.
Stock: 56142

Stock: 55991

65.
Sir George Leonard Staunton, Bart.
LLD. FRS. Aet. 55.
Engleheart pinx.t 1792. Engraved by C. Picart. Private
Plate.
Rare stipple. Plate 254 x 197mm (10 x 7¾"), with large
margins. Some surface dirt and creases.
£150
Sir George Leonard Staunton (1737-1801) was an
employee of the East India Company, diplomat, and a
botanist. He accompanied George, Lord McCartney to
Madras to negotiate peace with Tipu Sultan. In 1787 he
was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society and in 1793
he was named Secretary to the British mission to the
Chinese Imperial Court. NPG: D11106.
Stock: 55998

68.
The Right Hon.ble Philip Lord
Hardwicke Baron of Hardwicke, Lord High
Chancellor of Great Britain. 1749.
A. Ramsay Pinx. B. Baron Sculp. [c.1749.]
Fine engraving. 530 x 340mm (20¾ x 13½"). Small
hole in background top right, narrow margins.
£360
Full length portrait of Philip Yorke (1690-1764), first
Earl of Hardwicke, in the robes of his office of Lord
Chancellor, one hand supporting the burse of office.
Stock: 55970

69.
The Right Hon.ble Godart Baron de
Ginkel, etc. Commander in Chief of all their
Ma.ties Forces in Ireland. & Earle of Athelone.
R. White ad Vivum delinL et Sculpsit 1691. Printed
and Sold by John King at the Globe against the Church
in the Poultry [n.d., c.1700.]
Fine & rare engraving, watermark 18th century. 380 x
270mm (15 x 10¾"). Mounted in album paper at sides.
Tears to edges.
£360
A half-length length portrait of Godart de Ginkell
(1630-1703), 1st Earl of Athlone, a Dutch soldier who
came to England in 1688 with William III. He
commanded a body of Dutch cavalry at the Battle of
the Boyne and took over as commander in Ireland
when William returned to England. As First Field
Marshal of the Dutch States Army, Ginkell was second
in command of the Allied army under Marlborough in
1702.
Originally this plate was a portrait by White of the Earl
of Rochester, published 1681, here re-engraved by
White. When he died in 1703, White's son sold his
plates to Jhn King (d.1738).
Stock: 55976

70.
The Hon.ble Rob.t Monckton, Major
Gen.l Governor of New York. of his Majesty's
Forces, Col.l of His Majesty's 17 Regiment of
foot, & Commander in Chief of His Majesty's
Forces on the Expedition against Martinico.
[Spooner fecit.] [after Thomas Hudson] Printed for
Rob.t Sayer, at the Golden Buck in Fleet Street.] [n.d,
c.1765.]
Oval mezzotint, trimmed as a scrap. Sheet total 140 x
105mm (5½ x 4"). Trimmed into image top and left,
title excised and pasted below, losing signatures of
engraver and publisher.
£120
Robert Monckton (1726 - 1782), one of the most
prominent British officers to take part in the Seven
Years' War in America. Not in CS.
Stock: 56052

71.
Major General James Wolfe.
Commander in Chief of His Majesty's Forces
in the Expedition against Quebec.
H. Smith Esq.r pinx.t C. Spooner fecit. Printed for John
Bowles at the Black House in Cornhill London [n.d,
c.1765).
Very rare mezzotint, plate 150 x 115mm (6 x 4½"),
large margins. Some toning to the paper.
£360
A portrait of General James Wolfe (1727 - 1759), halflength, in profile to the left against a background of
clouds. He rests his left hand on his hip and his other
arm extended slightly. Wearing a powdered tie-wig, a
military frockcoat over a cuirass with a black stock, a
ribbon tied about his left arm and his cuffs edged with
gold lace.
Wolfe was a British Army officer, remembered chiefly
for his victory over the French at the Battle of Quebec
in Canada in 1759. The son of a distinguished general,
Lieutenant-General Edward Wolfe, he had received his
first commission at a young age and saw extensive
service in Europe where he fought during the War of
the Austrian Succession. His service in Flanders and in

Scotland, where he took part in the suppression of the
Jacobite Rebellion, brought him to the attention of his
superiors. Wolfe's part in the taking of Quebec in 1759
earned him posthumous fame and he became an icon of
Britain's victory in the Seven Years War and
subsequent territorial expansion. CS 37. O'D 7.
Stock: 56229

72.
The Right Hono.ble Charles Earle of
Derby Lord Stanley and Strange of Knockin
Baron of wee ton Viscount Kintun Lord
Mohun Burnell Bassett and Lacy Lord
Leuietenant of the Countyes Pall atyne of
Lancaster and Chester and the City and the
County of Chester Chamberlaine of Chester
vice Admirall of the aforesaid Countyes Lord
of Man and the Isles. &c.
A. Blooteling fecit. [n.d. c.1680.]
Fine & rare mezzotint. 345 x 255mm (13½ x 10").
Thread margins. Laid down on conservation paper.
Slight rubbing in top left corner.
£690
A bust portrait of Charles Stanley (1628-1672), the 8th
Earl of Derby. He largely kept his distance from the
English Civil War and was unsuccessful in petitioning
for his father, James Stanley's, life upon his capture in
1651. Despite his father's disrepute and execution,
Charles managed to retain his family's land and served
as the mayor of Liverpool (1666-67). Wesseley no. 13;
CS K I of II.
Stock: 56236

73.
Ioseph Banks Bar.t. Praesident der
Königl. Societaet der Wissenschaften zu
London.
Conrad Westermayr fecit. [German, n.d. c.1810.]
Stipple. Sheet 180 x 100mm (7 x 4"). Trimmed to plate
on three sides, into plate on left.
£180
Sir Joseph Banks (1743-1820) the English naturalist,
botanist and patron of the natural sciences holding a
map of Africa. As the leading founder of the African
Association, Banks was a patron of Mungo Park's
expeditions to find the path of the Niger River.

From "Allgemeine Geographische Ephemeriden".
Kivell & Spence: pg.17.
Stock: 55918

74.
Jos. de Beauchamp. Astronom. vormahls
Gross=Vicar in Babylon, nun Consul der
Franz. Republic bey dem Iman von Mascate im
glücklich: Arabien. Geb: zu Vesoul den 19.n
Jun 1732. in Arabischer Tracht.

76.
Madam D'Avenant.
G. Kneller pinxit. I. Smith fecit et excudit. [n.d. 1689.]
Mezzotint. 340 x 250mm (13½ x 10"). Time stained.
£280
Full length portrait of Frances D'Avenant, seated in an
idyllic garden holding a loose bunch of flowers in her
lap. CS 76 I of II
Stock: 56237

Gez. mit dem Physionotrace durch Guenedey, gest: v,
Westermaÿr. [n.d., c.1810.]
Stipple. Sheet 165 x 95mm (6½ x 3¾").
£90
Pierre Joseph de Beauchamp (1752-1801), diplomat,
astronomer and archaeologist, in oriental costume, in
an oval.
Beauchamp visited Babylon and Persia between 1781
and 1790. In 1795 he became consul at Muscat, Oman.
In 1799, following Napoleon's invasion of Egypt, he
was sent on a peace mission to the Ottoman court, but
was captured by the Royal Navy on route. He died
shortly after he was released during the Peace of
Amiens.
Stock: 55919

75.
Her Grace the Dutchess of Ormond &c.
G. Kneller S.R. Imp: et Angl Eques Aur: pinx: J. Smith
fec. Sold by J. Smith at the Lyon and Crown in Russel
street Covent Garden. [n.d., c.1702.]
Mezzotint. Framed, visible area 420 x 260mm (16½ x
10¼"). Mounted over image on three sides, within
plate at bottom. Unexamined out of frame.
£260
A full-length portrait of Mary Somerset (1665-1733),
daughter of the Duke of Beaufort and second wife of
James Butler, 2nd Duke of Ormonde. A black page boy
arranges her train.
The duke was attainted in 1715 after being accused of
supporting the Jacobite Rebellion and fleeing to France
Stock: 56079

77.
The Countess of Ossory.
W: Wissing pinxit. I. Beckit fecit. E. Cooper excudit.
[n.d. c. 1680-7.]
Rare mezzotint. 340 x 250mm (13½ x 10"). Small
margins. Slightly time stained.
£490
An almost full length portrait of Emilie de Nassau
(c.1635-88), Countess of Ossory, seated by a tree
petting a little dog with a castle in the distance. She
moved to England after her marriage to Lord Thurles,
who became the earl of Ossory in 1662. Emilie served
as a lady in waiting to Catherine of Braganza soon after
she arrived in England until the death of the queen's
husband Charles II. She was renowned for her beauty
and sat for her portrait by Wissing, who painted
numerous portraits of British Royals. CS 83 only state.
Stock: 56238

78.
The Right Hon.ble Mary Feilding sole
daughter & heir of Barnham Ld Visc
Carlingford.
P. Lely pinx. I. Beckett fec. [n.d. c.1683-7.]
Fine mezzotint. 340 x 250mm (13½ x 10") with large
margins.
£490
A three-quarter length portrait of Mary Feilding (nee
Swift, died 1682), seated with her left arm resting on a
pedestal, on which sits a small sarcophagus. CS34 I of
III.
Stock: 56239

79.
Maria Countess of Coventry.
[after Jean-Etienne Liotard.] Printed for John Bowles at
No 13 _ in Cornhill, London [c.1760].
Mezzotint. 150 x 115mm (6 x 4½"). Tipped into album
sheet. Small margins.
£140
Maria Coventry [née Gunning], countess of Coventry
(bap.1732-d.1760), in a floral dress, head resting on her
hand. A noted beauty, she died at 27, said to be caused
by lead and mercury poisoning, absorbed from her
makeup.
A detail from a pastel drawing by Jean-Etienne Liotard
(1750-55), in the Rijksmuseum. See Ref: 42089 for
reverse image.
Stock: 55923

80.
George Selwyn, _ The Hon: Richard
Edgecumbe _ & Gilly Williams. From the
Strawberry Hill Picture now (1857) in the
Possession of the Hon.ble Henry Labouchere.
Sir Joshua Reynolds. W. Greatbach, sculp. London:
Published by Richard Bentley, 1857.
Engraving. Sheet 140 x 220mm (5½ x 8¾"). Cut to
platemark.
£65
George Augustus Selwyn (1719-91, M.P. for 44 years
without being recorded as making a speech; Richard
Edgcumbe (1716-61), 2nd Baron Edgcumbe, politician
and a heavy gambler, losing a "daily twenty guineas" at
White's; and George James Williams (1719-1805),
receiver-general of excise. The three were friends of
Horace Walpole, meeting at stated periods in the year
at Strawberry Hill, where this portrait seems to have
been painted.
Stock: 55911

in England. Instead he based himself in the German
States, but performed as far away as Russia (1764-65)
and America (1772-73). This portrait was drawn and
engraved in Nuremberg in 1766 by Georg Paul
Nusbeigel, showing him standing proudly by his horse,
with more portraits of Bates various stunts on one, two
and three horses, watched by a large crowd of
spectators in the distance.
This is a second state, with the French title added to the
plate, as the example in the British Museum. BM
1851,0308.54.
Stock: 56080

82.
[Mary Amelia Warner] [Miss Huddart in
the character of Joan of Arc.]
[Sketched from Life by R J Lane, A.R.A. Lithographer
to Her Majesty. J. Graf Printer to the Queen London. ]
[Published Dec.r 5th 1837, by Thos. McLean.]
Tintd lithograph. Sheet 380 x 270mm (15 x 10¾").
Trimmed to image, losing inscriptions, laid on album
paper.
£130
Mary Amelia Warner (1804-54, née Huddart) actress
and theatre manager, in Serle's 'Joan of Arc', dressed in
armour under a bodice with the fleur-de-lis, holding a
banner.
Stock: 55763

Mr Blanchard in the Character of Ralph.
The Passage. Theres no harm in putting a civil
question be there Why you look as cross and ill
natured.
83.

Engraved by Leney from the original Picture which
was painted from life by De Wilde, from the Maid of
the Mill by Bickerstaff in the Celebrated Edition of
Bell's British Theatre, which is now Publishing.
Periodically. Printed for J. Bell British Library London
May 29.th 1792.
Coloured stipple, printed in colour, plate 295 x 210mm
(11½ x 8¼"), very large margins. Slight creasing and
time staining.
£130
Whole length portrait of the comic actor and tenor
singer Thomas Blanchard (c.1760-1797), the second,
as the character from Bickerstaff's 'The Maid of the
Mill'. He stands head turned slightly and thoughtfully
looking to left; wearing coat, long waistcoat, breeches
and a cravat. His left hand dips into his waistcoat
pocket and he holds his hat in the other. There is a
watermill in the background and some trees.
Stock: 56077

81.
Jacob Bates. The Famous English Horse
Rider. Der berhumte Englishe Berieter Jacob
Bates. Jeaque Bates Fameux Piquer anglois.
G. P. Nusbeigel, ad viv. del et sculpsit. Norib 1766.
Extremely scarce engraving, 18th century watermark.
375 x 480mm (14¾ x 19"). Engraver's text weakly
inked, margin notched lower left, slight creasing in
right margin. Small margins.
£1800
Jacob Bates, an eighteenth century English equestrian
performer, was one of the first showmen to make a
mark as an entertainer. Although his emulators (Price,
Johnson, Balp, Coningham, Faulkes, and 'Old'
Sampson), had become fixtures of London's pleasure
gardens, it does not appear that Bates ever performed

84.
[William Samuel Woodin] W.S.
Woodin's Characters in the New Song ''Off by
the Train.''
[n.d., c.1856.]
Woodcut. Sheet 170 x 265mm (6¾ x 10½"). Laid on
album paper.
£120
A selction of characters assumed by quick-change
artist William Samuel Woodin (c.1825-88), during his
song 'Off by the Train', part of his show, 'Olio of
Oddities', at his own theatre, the Polygraphic Hall on
King William Street (now part of the police station in
William IV Street, near Charing Cross)

According to 'The Times' of 31st December 1856:
''One of the most recent additions is a speaking-song,
called the "Railway Train," in which the rapid
succession of characters is perfectly marvellous.
Passengers of both sexes and every shade of temper,
peremptory officials, boys for luggage, "touters" in the
service of hotels, are all hurried in, discussing or
squabbling with each other, and every individual has
his appropriate head-dress, the lower man being
concealed by the table. As a mere exhibition of
physical dexterity the rapid exchange of hats for caps,
and caps for hats, might fairly excite admiring wonder;
but still more singular are the variations of Mr.
Woodin's countenance, which is twisted into as many
forms of expression as would illustrate a respectable
edition of Lavater.''.
His 'Olio' was one of the most popular shows in
London, running until late 1860, before being replaced
by ' Blanchard & Woodin’s Cabinet of Curiosities'

A half length portrait of silver merchant Johann
Wilhelm Dammann (1717-84), silver merchant of
Augsburg, holding his design for a rococo tureen.
It is unusual for a print with so many printer's creases
(caused by the damp paper not being flat when put in
the press) to survive quality control!
Stock: 56020

Stock: 56054

87.
[Silversmith] Johann Elias Mayer
Gemahlt von Anton Graff. 1763. Gescaben von Joh.
Elias Haid in Augsburg. 1773.
Mezzotint. 415 x 280mm (16¼ x 11"). Framed. Thread
margins, slight spotting. Unexamined out of frame.
£480
A portrait of Johann Elias Mayer (1722-72), silver
merchant of Augsburg, published posthumously.
Stock: 56015

85.
[Silversmith] Herr Philipp Adam Benz.
Silber=Jubelier...
Joh. Holzer pinxit. Joh. Jac. Haid sculps Aug. Uind.
[Augsburg, n.d., c.1750.]
Mezzotint, fine impression 410 x 265mm (16 x 10½")
with large margins. Framed. Mould spots in image,
foxing. Unexamined out of frame.
£580
A portrait of Philp Adam Benz (1709-49), silver
merchant of Augsburg, published posthumously.
Stock: 56014

86.
[Silversmith] Johann Wilhelm Dammann
Silber arbeiter in Augsburg gebohren in
Schweinfurth den 29.ten Juny. Anno 1717.
Ant. Graff pinx. 1765. [Augsburg, c.1765.]
Rare & scarce mezzotint. Sheet 350 x 240mm (13¾ x
9½"). L:aid down on sheet. Trimmed into plate, six
large printer's creases.
£240

88.
[Singerie] The Smuggler.
Drawn & etched by H. Heath. Published by Charles
Tilt, 86 Fleet St, May 1828.
Etching, printed in sepia. 230 x 190mm (9 x 7½"),
large margins.
£160
A monkey dressed as a smuggler, guarding a cave full
of contraband.
Stock: 56021

89.
No. XXII. M.rs. W_n. No. XXIII. The
careful Commander. [With pages 401-404 of
the Histories of the Tête à Tête]
London, Publish'd by A. Hamilton Jun.r. Fleet Street
Sep.r. 1. 1783.
Engraving. Plate: 175 x 110mm (7 x 4¼"). Glued to
backing card at top.
£65
Two portrait busts in ovals, on the left is depicted is
Mrs W. who followed her husband to New York, after

his death she accepted a proposal from Sir Guy
Carleton, 1st Baron Dorchester (1724-1808), Governor
of Quebec, who is depicted on the right and pages from
the 'Histories of the Tête à Tête annexed...' series that
appeared in 'Town and Country Magazine', a monthy
magazine which featured articles on the scandals and
romantic affairs of the nobility. BM Satire 6302.
Stock: 56228

90.
[Duke of Wellington] Take Up Your Bed
and Walk!!! During the Duke's Temporary
sojourn at Walmer Castle he invariable
reposes on the Camp bedstead which form'd
his Grace's couch throught the Peninsular
Campaigns - the highly prized article of
furniture being regularly convey'd from
Downing Street to Walmer Castle when ever
the Duke, visits the latter place_vide Morning
Herald_
William Heath. Pub Oct 1st 1829 by T. McLean 26
Haymarket Sole publisher of WH Etchings.
Coloured etching. 375 x 260mm (14¾ x 10¼"). Laid
on card.
£190
Wellington as a coal porter, carrying his military
campbed balanced on his head.
Half-way through his first term as Prime Minister,
Wellington was already unpopular. He had been
appointed Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports in January
1829, shortly after being made PM, mainly because he
wanted to use Walmer Castle as a country residence.
This caricature suggests he should leave government
and retire there. BM Satires: 15867.
Stock: 55937

92.
La belle age.
Lith. de Langlame. chez Gihaut. [French, n.d., c.1820.]
Hand coloured lithograph, sheet 185 x 290mm (7¼ x
11½"). Hole near printed area, trimmed.
£70
An amorous young man relaxes on a mattress in the
company of two young ladies inside the loft of a barn;
one woman fills his glass with wine from a bottle.
Gentle social satire, a book illustration numbered
'Chape. 5' upper right.
Stock: 56075

93.
A Boo at Court - or the Highland Salute
Front and Rear.
Pub.d March 25th [1800?] by S.W. Fores Piccadilly.
Folio of caracatures lent out for the Evening.
Scarce coloured etching. 290 x 420mm (11½ x 16½").
Colour faded. Small margins.
£480
A Scottish officer presents himself to George III,
Queen Charlotte and Princesses Augusta Sophia and
Elizabeth. Bowing low, his kilt rides up, exposing his
backside to the courtiers, who make crude comments.
Salisbury, the Lord Chamberlain, rebukes him, saying
'Not quite so low Coll! you are worse than the Opera
Dancers'. William Pitt the Younger peers out from
behind the king. Not in BM Satires, but see BM9528
for a Dublin copy.
Stock: 56160

94.
The Canonical Beau, or Mars in the
Dumps. Engraved after an Original Picture of
Mr John Collett, in the Possession of Mr.
Bradford.
91.
Asses of the Nineteenth Century or the
Modern Use of a Coachman. See the Follies of
the Watering Places.
Argus del.t [Charles Williams]. Pub.d by C Knight and
Sold at No 7 Cornhill [n.d., c.1805].
Scarce etching, printed in brown and hand coloured.
245 x 350mm (9¾ x 13¾"), large margins.
£460
A satire on beach activities: a lady rides an ass on the
seashore, with the coachman following behind on a
large horse using his whip to keep the ass going
forwards. Not in BM Satires but see 1991,0720.64.
Stock: 56161

J. Collett pinx.t. J. Goldar sculps.t. Published by
T.Bradford, No.132 Fleet Street, & H.Parker, No 82
Cornhill, as the Act directs, 25th Oct.r 1768.
Engraving with etching, fine impression. 335 x 375mm
(13½ x 14¾"). Folds around image within platemark.
£360
Three young ladies, two elderly women and a pug dog
are clustered fawning around a clergyman, to the
dismay of a young ex-soldier with a wooden leg who
sits disgruntled at the other end of the sofa with the
head of a hound in his lap. An open book is titled 'The
Church triumphant'. BM 1954,1103.397.
Stock: 56162

greatest Variety of Comic Prints, by several Ladies,
Gentlemen, and the most Humourous Artists
Engraving, sheet 245 x 335mm (9½ x 13¼"). Trimmed
within plate.
£360
Three men gather around a sculpture of a head and
inspect it.
Published by caricaturist, printseller and ornamental
engraver Matthew Darly (1720 - 1781). Not in BM.
Stock: 56230

98.
Odd Readings Near Pall Mall. to be read
downwards.
95.
Destruction of the Furious Elephant at
Exeter Change.
G. Cruikshank fect. London Pub-d March 6th 1826 by
J Harrison. 56 Long Acre - Entered at Stationer's Hall
Price 1s Plain - 2s Coloured
Scarce coloured aquatint, J. Whatman Turkey Mill
watermark, sheet 250 x 360mm (9¾ x 14). Small
margins, cut to plate on top, tear in top right and stains
in margins.
£490
A depiction of the death of the Asian performing
elephant Chunee (Chuny) which was kept at the Exeter
Change menagerie. Chunee became dangerously
violent towards the end of his life, attributed to an
"annual paroxysm" aggravated by a rotten tusk which
gave him a bad toothache. After running amok killing
one of his keepers and becoming difficult to handle it
was decided he was too dangerous to keep. Iniatially
they tried to kill Chunee by feeding him poison but he
refused to eat it. So soldiers were summoned from
Somerset House to shoot Chunee with their muskets;
Chunee was hit by 152 musket balls, but refused to die
and had to be finished off by a keeper with either a
harpoon or sword.
Stock: 56103

96.
A Cockney & his Wife going to
Wycombe. Vednesday was a veek, my Vife & I
vent to Vest-Vycombe, vhether it vas the Vind,
or vhether it vas the Veather, - or Vat it vas! ve vhip'd & vhip'd - & vhip'd! - & could not
get off a Valk!
[James Gillray] Published June 10th 1805 by H.
Humphrey, 27 St James's Street London.
Coloured etching with aquatint. 260 x 370mm (10¼ x
14½"), very large margins; watermarked 'J Whatman
1808 W Balston'. Colour slightly faded, stain in top
margin.
£480
A smartly dress couple in a gig drawn by a horse so
emaciated and decrepit that it attracts carrion crows.
BM Satires 10471
Stock: 56152

97.
The Connoiseurs. The Head is
undetermined. Some taking it for Julius
Caesar, some for Holifernes, others for
Antideluvian Law: Giver &c.
Pub.d according to Act of Parl.t Sep.r 1.th: 1771. by M.
Darly Engraver (39) Strand, where may be had the

Published at Hodgson's Wholesale Print Warehouse.
111, Fleet St. [n.d., c.1840].
Rare hand coloured lithograph. 265 x 380mm (10½ x
15"). Repaired tears. Wear to edges.
£280
A London fence covered with overlapping
advertisements and theatre bills, arranged for
humorous effect. For example ''Sig.r Rubini begs to
inform the Nobility and Gentry that he [-] wanted [-]
Miss H. Faucit every night This Week [...]'.
Advertising elephants, lions, tigers etc.
Stock: 56151

99.
Cymon & Iphigenia.
J.s G.y des. T. Adams sculp.t. Pub,d May 2.d 1796 by
H. Humphrey New Bond Street.
Coloured etching. 255 x 355mm (10 x 14"),
watermarked 'E & P 1806', very large margins. Slight
stain near man's head.
£480
A burlesque of the discovery by Cymon of Iphigenia
asleep, with a hideous yokel finding a fat black
country-woman leaning back against a sandy bank. He
drops his stick and gapes with delighted surprise. BM
Satires 8908.
Stock: 56159

100. A broad hint of not meaning to Dance.
B. [compass monogram of Brownlow North] Esq.r del. [Etched by James Gillray.] Publish'd November
20th 1804 by H.Humphrey, No 27 St James's Street,
London.
Coloured etching. 250 x 385mm (19¾ x 15¼"), large
margins; watermarked 'J Whatman 1807'. Colour
faded.
£390
A pretty young woman walks walks away from a ugly
fop, taking her chair with her but leaving a fragment of
her dress under his foot. BM Satires 10302.
Stock: 56158

104. Le Palais Royal de Paris. A Peep at the
French Monstrosities
[after George Cuikshank.] Dub. Pub. by McCleary, 32
Nassau St. [n.d., c.1820.]
Coloured etching, fine colour. 245 x 365mm (9¾ x
14¼"). Trimmed to plate, stains in edges.
£190
Two English dandies walk arm-in-arm under the
arcade of the Palais Royal, interested in the
promenading courtesans and their French customers.
A copy of George Cruikshank's satire, published by
George Humphrey in 1818 (BM 13054).
Stock: 56045

101. Shewing a Good Fig'ger of a Horse.
[Compass monogram of Brownlow North] Esq.r del.t.
[Etched by Charles Williams.] Pubd May 5th 1801 by
S.W. Fores 50 Piccadilly. Folios of Caracattures lent
out for the Evening.
Scarce coloured etching. 235 x 335mm (9¼ x 13¼"),
watermark Edmeades 1805. Colour slightly faded, ink
smear. Small margins.
£460
Outside the Ram Inn three men show a horse to a
nervous traveller, while inn servants and a post-boy
watch with amusement. One holds its mouth open,
another lifts its tail. A sign above the door, 'Travellers
Taken In', suggests the sale is not honest. BM Satires
10666, with no publication line, dated guessed to be
1806.

105. Palemon and Lavinia. ''He saw her
charming; - but he saw not half / The Charms
her downcast Modesty conceal'd.''
J. C. Esqrr del.t. London Publishd Jan.y 23d 1805-by
H. Humphrey No 27 St James's Street.
Coloured etching. 255 x 355mm (10 x 14"), very large
margins; watermarked 'J Whatman 1807'. Colour
faded.
£380
A yokel, holding a pitchfork, grins avidly at a hideous
and elderly country woman who crouches behind a
stile. The verse is Thomson's 'Seasons, Autumn'. BM
Satires 10480.
Stock: 56157

Stock: 56153

102. One of the advantage of a Low Carriage.
B. [Compass monogram of Brownlow North] Esq.r
del. P.F.L.B. fec.t [James Gillray]. London. Publish'd
June 1st 1801 by H. Humphrey, No 27 St James's
Street.
Coloured etching. 260 x 360mm (10¼ x 14¼") very
large margins. Tear entering plate at bottom repaired;
very small wormhole in sky. Slightly faded.
£320
An earl's coach makes an emergency stop to avoid a fat
country woman who has fallen into the road, having
been chased by a dog. The footman flies over the roof
of the coach as the passenger calls his name, to which
he replies 'Coming Ma'm'. BM Satires 9767.
Stock: 56154

103. An Old Maid on a Journey.
B. [compass monogram of Brownlow North] Esq.r del.
[Etched by James Gillray.] Publish'd November 20th
1804 by H.Humphrey, No 27 St James's Street,
London.
Coloured etching. 260 x 385mm (10¼ x 15¼"), very
large margins; watermarked 'J Whatman 1807'. Colour
slightly faded.
£360
This is said to be an unkind caricature of Miss Sarah
Sophia Banks (1744-1818), sister of Sir Joseph Banks
the naturalist. If so she wears one of her three riding
habits, which she called 'hitem, titem, and scrub', as she
enters an inn with her entourage.
Sir Joseph donated her collection of prints and coins to
the British Museum. BM Satires 10300.
Stock: 56156

106. Tales of Wonder! This attempt to
describe the effects of the Sublime &
Wonderful is dedicated to M.G.Lewis Esqr.
M.P.
J.s Gillray inv & f.t. Publish'd February 1st, 1802 by H.
Humphrey 27 St. James's Street, London
Coloured etching with aquatint. 250 x 350mm (9¾ x
13¾"), very large margins; watermarked 'J Whatman
1807'. Colour slightly faded.
£480
Three women seated at a round table listen intently to a
fourth who reads 'The Monk', a Gothic horror romance
by Matthew Gregory Lewis that narrowly escaped
prosecution for indecency. The author became M.P. for
Hindon in 1796, when he was only 21, keeping the seat
until 1802. Percy Bysshe Shelley recorded five of
Lewis's ghost stories when Lewis visited the Shelleys
in Geneva in 1816. BM. 9932.
Stock: 56155

107. Sketches of Character - the Inside
passenger No. 7. The Most Uncomfortablest
Coach I Vos Hever Hin Six Hinsides. Vy there
arn't a nuf room for four of us_bring us a
bottle of mull'd red port vaitor-hand do ye
hear get a wheelbarer for this here luggage_vy
they looks like drowned rats houtside.
[Monogram of Paul Pry, psuedonym of William Heath]
Esq.r. Pub. by T McLean 26 Haymarket where political
and other caricatures are daily published [n.d., c.1829].
Hand-coloured etching. Sheet 345 x 245mm (13½ x
9½"). Trimmed to printed border.
£230
A caricature portrait of a very large passenger of a
coach, standing, surrounded by luggage.
Stock: 56043

what appears to be a snuff-box. She wears a ribbontrimmed hat, frilled elbow-sleeves, her body is covered
with the black swathing, and her clocked stockings are
visible to the knees. Probably this is a portrait of some
(alleged) notorious procurer; perhaps Thomas
Bradshaw, a Treasury clerk who was appointed a Lord
of the Admiralty on 6th May 1772.
From 'Macaronies, Characters, Caricatures &c
designed by the greatest personages, artists &c', in an
album of caricatures published by Mary Darly dated
January 1776. It seems that her husband Matthew made
the plates.
Numbered 'V.3' upper left and '23' upper right. BM
Satires: 5018.
Stock: 56227

110. Free Trade - Westminster Review
January. 1830 No. XXIII

108. The Looking Glass in Disgrace.
Pub.d Jan.y 1st 1805 by S.W. Fores no 50 Piccadilly.
Aquatint and etching with hand colour. 305 x 225mm
(12 x 8¾"), watermarked 1796. Creasing in margins,
slight soiling.
£320
Despite the bottles of 'Milk of Roses', 'Olimpian Dew'
and 'Circassian Bloom', an elderly woman is so
unimpressed by her own reflection that she breaks her
dressing room mirror with her curling tongs. BM
Satires 11660.
Stock: 56150

109. The Macaroni Provider.
Pubd. according to Act July 21st. 1772, by MDarly 39
Strand.
Etching, plate 195 x 125mm (7½ x 5". Pencil caption
in image. Small margins.
£230
A man carries on his back a doll-like woman who takes
the place of the exaggerated macaroni club of hair. She
is swathed round in black ribbon and so attached to his
shoulders in the manner of a club of hair. He leers, and
carries a tasselled cane with a sharp handle set with

William Heath. Pub Jan 10 1880 by T McLean 26
Haymarket sole Publisher of W. Heaths Etchings.
Hand coloured etching, plate 255 x 370 (10 x 14½").
Two pinholes and light foxing in section of the margin.
Small margins.
£380
A scene in a menagerie (most likely a depiction of The
Royal Menagerie) where each monkey pilfers from the
food-bowl of his neighbour. A tapir and an elephant as
well as a couple of other unidentifyable creatures can
be seen. A slender man in dated clothing remarks to a
stocky John Bull "Observe the way those animals take
their food; each eats out of its neighbour's pot. By this
means they double the common stock; a wonderful
provision of nature in those climates!"
'The article cited, on "Free Trade", opens with a
quotation (from the 'Examiner', 4 Oct.) on the (former)
habits of the monkeys in Exeter 'Change: ". . . while
one monkey was so unprofitably engaged in
plundering, his own pan was exposed to similar
depredation. The mingled knavery and absurdity was
shockingly human." It is maintained that the anti-Free
Trade arguments amount only "to this monkey policy",
voiced here by the lecturer of John Bull (and,
according to the 'Westminster', by Michael Sadler and
in 'Blackwood's Magazine' for July 1829).' BM 16008
Stock: 56144

111. "Advance Australia" British Lion.
"Bravo, Boys! - Swing Together!!"
[Monogram of Tenniel] Swain Sc. Punch, Or The
London Charivari. -March 14, 1891.
Wood Engraving, sheet 210 x 280mm (8¼ x 11").
Creased.
£130
A rowing boat coxed by a kangaroo with a group of
lions rowing. A lion, Mr. Leo Britannicus, wearing a
union jack shirt coaches them from the shore. A satire
on the Federation of Australia.
Stock: 56010

112. The Splenitive Englishman travelling in
Germany.
LDouglas invt et delt.
Hand coloured etching sheet 215 x 335mm (8½ x
13¼"). Trimmed within plate. Some creasing.
£190
A satire on grand tourists. Two Englishmen travel
through the German countryside in a post-chaise. The
splenitive (ill-tempered) gentleman threatens the
postilion with a pistol and cane urging him to drive
faster while the other smiles. The postilion is seated
smoking a pipe on a farm horse, one of three drawing
the carriage and a paper "Drink Gelt to pay by order of
ye Queen" protrudes from his pocket, while another
reading, "Maut und Drink Gelt" lies on the ground;
before engraver's name scratched out. "L Douglas" has
not been identified; formerly attributed to Bunbury,
now re-attributed to C.L.Smith.
Stock: 55993

114. The Strolling Bagpiper.
[after Abraham Bloemaert.] [Printed for & Sold by
Carington Bowles No 69 St Paul's Church Yard
London. Published as the Act directs.]
Mezzotint with fine hand colour. Sheet 135 x 110mm
(5¼ x 4"). Trimmed to image, losing inscriptions, title
excised and pasted below.
£130
A bagpipe being played by a man wearing a bright
jerkin, with a floppy hat with a feather and rose.
Stock: 55934

115. Miss Eyebright.
[after George C. William] Printed for John Bowles, at
No. 13 in Cornhill [n.d., c.1770].
Mezzotint. 150 x 110mm (6 x 4¼"), with very large
margins, mint.
£130
A young woman, half-length almost in profile to right,
turning her head to smile towards the viewer. Her hair
is tied at the nape, and she is wearing a hat with
ribbons hanging down the left side of her face, with a
dark, hooded shawl trimmed with lace, and a bow at
the bodice of her gown. For coloured impression, see
item ref: 32842.
Stock: 55922

113. Traveling in France - or - Le depart du
Diligence.
[after George Cuikshank.] Published by J. Le Petit, 20
Capel St Dublin.
Coloured etching, fine colour. 245 x 350mm (9½ x
13¾"). Tears entering plate at bottom taped, stains.
£240
Various caricatured figures crowd around a coach
outside an inn.
A copy of the first state of George Cruikshank's satire,
published by George Humphrey in 1818, before the 'du'
was corrected to 'de la' (BM 13053).
Stock: 56044

116. [Two drunken French soldiers]
Pub.d by J. Dickinson 114 Bond Str.t [n.d., c.1830].
Coloured lithograph, rare & fine colour. Printed area
305 x 190mm (12 x 7½"). Tear in image taped.
£95
Stock: 56040

117. [John Bull's Progress] John Bull Going
to War.
[by John Gillray.] [Pub.d June 3.d 1793. by H.
Humphrey N 18 Old Bond Street.
Coloured etching. Sheet 145 x 190mm (5¾ z 7½").
Trimmed from a four-panel satire.
£130
One panel of a four panel anti-war satire, showing John
Bull proudly signing up as an infantryman, but his
family in tears.
The sequence of the four scenes is: a stout John Bull
lazing by his hearth; Bull marching away; Bull's family
approach the stone gateway of the Treasury, the three
balls of a pawnbroker above it and the inscription
'Money Lent by Authority', carrying their possessions;
and Bull's return, one-eyed and one-legged, to his
emaciated family in a bare hovel. BM Satires 8328.
Stock: 56039

118. [Charles Stanhope 3rd Earl of
Harrington] Inspecting a Volunteer Corps, in
Hyde Park.
Js Gillray, del & ft. Pub.d Dec.r 4th 1803. by H.
Humphrey 27-St James's Street, London.
Coloured etching. 260 x 200mm (10¼ x 8"). Trimmed
to plate at bottom, edge worn; creased, a few stains.
£160
General Charles Stanhope (1753-1829), 3rd Earl of
Harrington, sits erect on horseback in profile to the
left., his leg awkwardly thrust out. He wears a huge
cocked hat, long and thick queue, and full-skirted coat.
BM: 10165
Stock: 56048

119. The Old Commodore. The Words by Mr.
Londsdale. _ Sung with unbounded Applause
by Nr. Taylor, of the Theatre Royal, Covent
Garden.
Publish'd Dec. 1. 1807. by Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet
Street, London.
Coloured etching. Sheet 235 x 245mm (9¼ x 9¾").
Trimmed, some staining.
£130
'What a damn'd bad job! that this batter'd old hulk Can't
be rigged out for sea once more:' A gouty, one-eyed
old salt hobbles along with two sticks. BM Satires
10957.

121. The State Hackney Coach. They go fast
whom the devil drives.
[n.d., c.1773].
Engraving 120 x 180mm (4¾ x 7"). Trimmed to plate
on bottom and indent into plate. Small top margin.
£130
Satire on the corruption of politics. From the 'London
Magazine', xli. 589. It illustrates 'A Dialogue between a
Politician and a Chinese'. A richly carved glass-coach
is being driven on a road which leads past buildings to
the Tower of London. Inside King George III leans
back fast asleep. At the back stands a devil wielding
the reins attached to a bit in the mouth of the coachman
(Lord North) his other hand whips him with a long
lash. North controls the eight running ministers who
power the coach; the leader of which is characterised
with a foxes head which could be Lord Holland or
perhaps Charles Fox and the other identifiable minister
is Jeremiah Dyson as he was often characatured as a
black man because he was given the nickname 'Mungo'
(the black slave in Isaac Bickerstaffe's The Padlock) by
Isaac Barré. BM 5098
Stock: 55992

Stock: 56038

120. Candidates Canvasing'' for Seats in
Parliament.
W. E S.t [William Elmes]. [London, Thomas Tegg,
n.d., c.1812.]
Hand coloured etching. Sheet size: 235 x 330mm (9¼
x 13"). Trimmed within plate.
£260
A candidate, on the right, bows low, top-hat in hand,
right hand pointing to his breast, before a sturdy and
ragged rat catcher, who stands facing him, scratching
his forehead. Close behind the candidate is his agent,
holding a purse from which he is about to take a coin.
Both wear spurred boots. To the left is a cottage with a
sign above reading 'Gs Lurcher Rat Catcher All sorts of
Vermin destroyed'. In the background to the right is a
country inn with a sign on which a fat pig is depicted.
BM Satires 11923.
Stock: 56025

122. John-Bull, Baited by the Dogs of Excise.
[by James Gillray.] Pub.d April 9th 1790, by H.
Humphrey No 18 Old Bond Street.
Coloured etching. Sheet 270 x 420mm (10½ x 16½").
Tears, one repaired, trimmed within plate on three
sides, bottom margin with loss reaching platemark.
£360
In front of the Treasury a bull chained to a post is
baited by dogs with the heads of the Cabinet,
encouraged by Willliam Pitt the Younger. To the right
Treasury secretary George Rose (head replaced by a
rose) writes 'Excise Office' instead of 'Treasury' over a
doorway.
An attack on the transference of the duties on tobacco
and snuff from Customs to Excise (i.e, duty on
manufacture). BM Satires 7640.
Stock: 55959

[Charles James Fox] An Old Fox caught
at last!!
123.

[by Isaac Cruikshank] Pub. March 29 1804 by S.W.
Fores, N Piccadilly.
Coloured etching. 250 x 350mm (9¾ x 13¾"),
watermarked 'Stage 1798'. Narrow margins.
£240
Fox crawls into a rectangular 'New Opposition Trap',
tempted by grapes, venison, champagne & 'Carlisle
Bait' (for Frederick Howard, 5th Earl of Carlisle),

watched by Grenville, Sheridan and Windham. BM
Satires 10234.
Stock: 56024

[Robert Jenkinson, 2nd Earl of
Liverpool.] The Devil to Pay or Pam be Civil.
124.

[by George Cruikshank.] Published September 1812 by
Y.Z. & Sold by Clinch Princes Street Soho.
Coloured etching. Sheet 200 x 275mm (8 x 10¾").
Trimmed into printed border.
£190
Prime Minister Robert Jenkinson caricatured as 'Pam'
('Pamphile', the knave of clubs), having to borrow
money from London banker, Sir Walter Stirling, to
give to Francis Rawdon-Hastings, who was about to be
appointed Governor-General of India.
In five-card loo, 'Pam' is always the highest card;
however the leader of the ace of trumps asks the holder
of Pam to pass the trick, saying 'Pam be civil'. BM
Satires: 11900.

126. [Roman Catholic Relief Act] The
Extinguisher, or putting out the Great LawLuminary.
T.J. fec.t [Thomas Howell Jones]. London Pub 1829 by
S.W. Fores, 41 Piccadilly.
Coloured etching. Sheet. 350 x 240mm (13¾ x 9½").
Trimmed to printed border, creases.
£160
The Duke of Wellington brings down a snuffer,
labelled 'Catholic Bill Majority 168', to put out a
candle with the head of John Scott, 1st Earl of Eldon,
watched by William IV.
Eldon, a Tory reactionary and former Lord Chancellor,
was an opponent of the Roman Catholic Relief Act of
1829. The bill had just passed its first reading with a
majority of 168. BM Satires 15718.
Stock: 56022

Stock: 56023

125. Recruiting Party. Now's Your Time My
Lads- Whigs & Tories - Christians, Jews &
Turks- no distinction made.
[Monogram of Paul Pry, pseudonym of William Heath]
Esq.r. Pub June 20 1829 by T McLean 26 Haymarket
sole publisher of P-Pry Caricatures - none are oritinal
with T McLeans Name.
Etching with hand colour. Sheet 250 x 350mm (9¾ x
13¾"). Trimmed within plate.
£240
Wellington, dressed in his military uniform, salutes
George IV. Beside Wellington stands James Scarlett,
into whose hand Wellington places a coin marked
'Attorn[ey]'. George IV's mistress Lady Conyngham
drums as Robert Peel plays the flute.
Wellington found it difficult to gather ministers once
elected, so this satire suggests that he was bribing
Scarlett, who had resigned from the post of AttorneyGeneral when Wellington came to power in 1828, to
return.
This a pirated copy of William Heath's satire, even
copying his Paul Pry monogram, probably by John
Phillips. BM Satire 15812.
Stock: 55955

127. The Swell-Mob - Milling the Glaze.
W.H. [William Heath] Pub May 2d 1831 by T McLean
26 Haymarket.
Coloured etching. 260 x 370mm (10¼ x 14½"). Tear
touching printed border at bottom taped. Small
margins.
£260
A street scene with ragged Tories smashing windows
illuminated for the dissolution of Parliament. From left
to right are Peel, Londonderry, Wellington, Eldon,
Scarlett (dressed as a woman) and Ellenborough.
Lord Grey called a general election hoping for a better
majority for his Whig government, leading to
demonstrations by the Tories, although the windows of
Wellington's home, Apsley House, were also smashed.
'Mill the glaze' was slang for 'break a window'; the
'swell mob' were pickpockets who dressed respectably
to blend in.
Stock: 55956

128. One of the audience - going into the
Theatre. No.4. This Old Gentleman always
pays for a peep at the performance - used to go
into the Boxes than had a Pitt ticket which he
lost - goes now to the Gallery and is often
obliged to sit on the stairs quite in the dark after having paid his money.
William Heath. Pub Oct 29 1829 by T. McLean, 26
Haymarket Sole Publisher of W-H Etchings.
Coloured etching. 375 x 260mm (14¾ x 10¼"), large
margins. Mount stain in margins.
£190
A satire of John Bull being plundered by taxes,
particularly for the new Police force which, not being

controlled locally but by the government, were seen as
a threat to liberty. BM Satires 15898.
Stock: 56049

132. [Wellington] That Old Thief wants to
run away with my Bread and Butter.
129. The Dumps.
W.m Heath ~. Pub march 29 1830 by T. McLean 26
Haymarket London.
Fine coloured etching. 260 x 370mm (10½ x 14½"),
large margins.
£240
The Prime Minister the Duke of Wellington with his
Home Secretary, Robert Peel, discussing their defeat in
a motion which denied superannuation pensions to
Dundas and Bathurst by 18 votes. BM Satire 16077.
Stock: 55949

[by William Heath.] Pub May 8 1830 by T. McLean 26
Haymarket.
Coloured etching. 260 x 380mm (10¼ x 15"),
watermarked '1829', large margins. Small tear in left
margin.
£260
The Prime Minister, the Duke of Wellington, starts in
surprise as a skeleton dress in black, leans in to take
bread and butter from a larder.
The new sliding scale of duty in the Importation of
Corn Act 1828 did not reduce the price of bread
enough to allieviate the suffering of the rural poor. BM
Satires 16115.
Stock: 55950

130. Caleb Quotem - the parish factotum. He
is all - he is evry thing - the parish could not go
on without him - He has more trades that hairs
in his wig. Parish Characters in Ten Plates by
Paul Pry Esq.r. _ Pl. 11.
[Monogram of Paul Pry, pseudonym of William Heath]
Esq.r. Pub. June 12 1829 by T. McLean 26 Haymarket
- Sole Publisher of P.Prys Caricature's - none are
original without this name.
Coloured etching. 350 x 250mm (13¾ x 10") very
large margins. Creasing in lower margins.
£180
The Duke of Wellington holding a bearskin and a
whip, reciting a list of his jobs in verse. These include
'Cabinet maker / Undertaker / Finance / Beat France /
Bony parte / made him smart...'. Not in George, but see
15787 for a pirate by Gans.
Stock: 55952

The Sign Manual!!! Here is the hand and
seal of the Duke: you know the character I
doubt not, and the signet. Vide Measure For
Measure.
131.

W. Heath. Pub. May 1830 by T. Mclean 26 Haymarket.
Fine coloured etching. 360 x 250mm (14 x 10¼"),
large margins on 3 sides. Narrow margin on right.
£260
The Prime Minister, the Duke of Wellington, signs a
document, saying 'Sign for you now - Sign for my self
by-and by'.
During the last year of George IV's reign the 'Sign
Manual Bill' was passed, allowing the royal signature
to be added to warrants using a stamp. Heath is
referring to gossip that Wellington wanted the crown
for himself. BM:16122.
Stock: 55951

133. Wanted - A Servant of All Work!!!
Pub.d April 1829 by G.Tregear Cheapside corner of
Woods.
Coloured etching. Sheet 240 x 330mm (9½ x 13").
Trimmed to printed border. Short tear on right. £130
The Duke of Wellington, the new Prime Minister,
receives entreaties from Henry Brougham and James
Scarlett for the position of Attorney General. Not in
BM Satires but see 1985,0119.285.
Stock: 55957

Take Care of Your Pockets _ A Hint for
the Orthodox. Take heed, have open eyes; for
thieves do foot abroad. Shakespeare Render
unto Seizer those things which are Seizers.
134.

[Monogram of Paul Pry, pseudonym of William Heath]
Esq. Pub June 2d.1829 by T.McLean 26 Haymarket
sole Publisher of Paul Pry Caricatures.
Etching with fine hand colour. 260 x 370mm (10¼ x
14½"), large margins. Paper lightly toned.
£220
Prime Minister the Duke of Wellington and his Home
Secretary, Robert Peel, depicted as ragged street
urchins trying to pick the pocket of a wary parson.
A satire on the Ministries' alleged interference with the
property and doctrine of the Church, which was alleged
during a press campaign against the Ministry. BM
Satires: 15791.
Stock: 55954

136. [George IV] Are You the Man Wot
Drives the Sovereign?

135. [Allegory of a love affair.] Tribunal
injurie & Armoris. De beschuldinge en
klachten van Juffr. Elizabeth Stevenon, gedaen
als aenklaegster van der Heer Gabriel Lalande.
[by Crispijn de Passe.] [n.d., 1661.]
Rare broadsheet with engraving, 130 x 200mm (5 x
8"), set in letterpress, sheet 500 x 285mm (19¾ x
11¼"). Sheet with loss at bottom, not affecting text.
£420
A pair of former lovers in a court case presided over by
the Titaness Thenis, with Venus acting for the
complainant. Underneath is an extensive satirical verse.
A satire on the scandalous events following the end of
the love affair between Gabriel Lalande, a French
merchant, and Elizabeth Lestevenon, a young woman
from a rich Dutch mercantile family. After an intimate
relationship of several months, Elizabeth announced
she was going to marry someone else. In indignation
Lalande started spreading rumours about their affair,
including their sexual activity. Lestevenson's family
appealed to the Amsterdam Magistrates, who jailed
Lalande for seventy days, but this did not stop the
gossip. Such was the scandal that at the end of 1661 the
printer Johannes van den Bergh collected many of the
broadsheets and published a collection, 'The Sweet
Courtship of Mr Gabriel de Lalande, or the fallen rose
of Miss Elizabeth Lestevenon'. Arthur der Weduwen:
Dutch and Flemish Newspapers of the Seventeenth
Century, p.154.
Stock: 56035

A. Sharpshooter [John Phillips]. Pub. by S. Gans, 15,
Southampton St Strand April 26, 1829.
Coloured etching. 370 x 260mm (14½ x 10¼"), on
paper watermarked 'J Whatman Turkey Mill 1817',
large margins. Some creasing.
£240
George IV, his hands behind his back, leans forward,
putting the question to the off-scene Wellington.
The Duke of Wellington, Prime Minister since January,
had been accused of coercing the king. BM Satires
15735.
Stock: 55948

137. The Regent's Hack.
Pub,d March 1812 by W,m Holland N° 11 Cockspur
Street.
Coloured etching, signed in ink verso Miss Robinson.
245 x 345mm (9¾ x 13½"), large margins. Small burn
in inscription area, sealing wax on reverse not showing
through. Remains of album page at top. Slight
creasing where folded.
£240
The Prince Regent rides through Manchester Square
towards Hertford House, on a cobbled street strewn
with large stones (or horse manure) with the faces of
members of the Opposition. His horse, with the bloated
face of Sheridan, says ''Never fear, my dear Master, I
will carry you through this ugly road in safety—I'll
hick all the vile stones aside that would impede your
way, and your old Hack, Sherry, you will find able to
support you to the last''.
A satire of the Prince's desertion of his old friends,
after which Sheridan was one of the few Whigs to
remain faithful. BM Satire 11859.
Stock: 56046

138. The Drunkard's Children. A sequel to
The Bottle. In Eight Plates. By George
Cruikshank. Dedicated to Joseph Adshead,
Esq., of Manchester.

140. A Buz in a Box or the Poet in a Pet_with
a Chip of the Block, mounted on Papa's
Pegasus. Vide opening of New Drury Lane
Theatre.

Printed by Spottiswoode and Shaw, New-street-Square,
London. London: Published for the Artist, (July 1st,
1848) by David Bogue, 86 Fleet Street; John Wiley and
G. P. Putnam, New York; and J. Sands, Sydney, New
South Wales.
Large folio (600 x 370mm (23½ x 14½")), original
printed wrappers; 8 loose glyphographic prints, as
called for. Wear to cover and edges of plates.
£350
A rare complete set of illustrations to the tragic tale of
'The Drunkard's Children', illustrated by George
Cruikshank. Plate I: Neglected by their parents,
educated only in the streets, and falling into the hands
of wretches who live upon the vices of others, they are
led to the Gin-Shop, to drink at that fountain which
nourishes every species of crime. Plate II: Between the
fine flaring Gin-Palace and the low dirty Beer-Shop,
the boy-thief squanders and gambles away his illgotten gains. Plate III: From the Gin-Shop to the
dancing-rooms, from the dancing-rooms to the GinShop, the poor girl is driven on in that course which
ends in misery. Plate IV: Urged on by his ruffian
companions, and exited by drink, he commits a
desperate robbery. - He is taken by the police at a
three-penny lodging house. Plate V: From the bar of
the Gin-Shop to the bar of the Old Bailey it is but one
step. Plate VI: The drunkard's son is sentenced to
transportation for life; the daughter, suspected of
participation on the robbery is aquitted. The brother
and sister part for ever in this world. Plate VII: Early
dissipation has destroyed the neglected boy. - The
wretched convict droops, and dies. Plate VIII: The
maniac father and the convict brother are gone. - The
poor girl, homeless, friendless, deserted, destitute, and
Gin mad, commits self-murder.
For the prequel to this set, 'The Bottle', see item ref:
35414.
'Glyphography', patented 1842, was a method of
creating an electrotype plate by drawing through a
compostion onto a metal plate.

Pub.d Oct.r 21 1812 by S.W. Fores 50 Piccadilly.
Coloured etching. 250 x 360mm (9¾ x 14''). Thread
margins, mounted in album paper.
£260
A scene in the new Drury Lane Theatre which opened
in October 1812. James Raymond stands in the centre
of the stage addressing the audience while Thomas
Busby, with donkey's ears, rides on a donkey's back on
the stage.
Busby's opening speech was heckled and interupted.
When he published it in the Morning Chronicle it was
much dirided and was parodied by Byron as
'Parenthetical Address . . .' BM Satire 11938.

Stock: 56198

139. Parsonic Piety. Good Precepts / do as I
say. / But bad Examples / not as I do - .
IC [Isaac Cruikshank]. London Pub: Jan 20 1794 by S
W Fores N3 Piccadilly where may be seen a complete
model of the Guilotine, the Head and hand of Count
Streuenzee & the Largest Collections of Caracaturs in
the World.
Coloured etching, watermark C. Patch. Sheet 345 x
395mm (13¼ x 15½"). Trimmed within plate, some
staining.
£260
Two panels contrasting the life of a young parson. On
the left he stands in the pulpit, his eyes raised
sanctimoniously; on the right he stumbles out of a
brothel in Covent Garden, drunk and dishevelled, arm
around a prostitute who has picked his pocket,
removing his watch. BM Satires 8524.
Stock: 56042

Stock: 56047

141. An uproar on Change or a Trip from
Exeter to Charing Cross.
Sparks, Del.t Published by Edward M.cLean, 14, St
Martins C.t Leicester Square.
Very rare etching with aquatint; watermark Whatman
Turkey Mill.. Sheet size Trimmed. Some creasing.
£690
A satire on the moving of Cross's Menagerie (formerly
Pidcock's) at Exeter Exchange on the north side of the
Strand to the King's Mews near Charing Cross in 1828,
as part of general improvements to the Strand the
Exchange was to be demolished in 1829
The scene depicts animals running amok making their
own way to their new quarters including the skeleton
of Chunee, the famous elephant shot in 1826. A
Kangaroo, lions, tigers etc are also depicted in panic
mode! BM 15603
Stock: 56143

Morning. Nigth [sic]. Scene in the Island
of Jersey. Scene in the Duchy of Lancaster.
142.

[Monogram of Paul Pry, pseudonym of William Heath]
Esq. Pub by T. McLean 26 Haymarket. caricatures
daily published.
Etching with fine hand colour. 370 x 260mm (14½ x
10¼"), large margins.
£280
Satire commenting on Wellington's relationships with
cousins Sarah Villiers, Countess of Jersey and Harriet
Arbuthnot. Lady Villiers was often ridiculed for
'affecting great intimacy with the Duke'. Harriet
Arbuthnot and her husband Charles however, did have
a close relationship with Wellington who promoted

Charles Arbuthnot from the Department of Woods and
Trees to Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster.
Unusually, the small character of Paul Pry in the left
corner points to an address along the top edge of the
print: 'I'm sorry to intrude but some dirty Rogue has
lately been copying my caricatures- robbing us of our
ideas & just profit- may I ask of my Friends not to
purchase unless they see the Publisher T. McLeans
name at the bottom, all others are copies P. Pry'. BM
Satire: 15717.
Stock: 55953

143. Diving Bell and Men at Work.
[n.d., c.1780.]
Line engraving, 180 x 125mm. 7 x 5".
£95
Depiction of a diving bell facilitating underwater work.
Stock: 56147

144. A true Representation of the Diamond
Cutters Wheel or Mill.
Engrav'd for the Universal Magazine according to Act
of Parliament 1750, for J.Hinton at the King's Arms in
St Paul's Church-Yard, London.
Engraving. 211 x 273mm. 8¼ x 10¾". Small patched
tear in top right-hand corner. Small holes in the
publication line where previously bound.
£120
Two men step into a manufacturing room. A man on a
stool works away at a high bench at a diamond cutters
wheel. Two other men stand at two significantly larger
wheels or gears possibley powering the machine.
Stock: 56060

Winch Bridge supported by Chains over
the River Tees. [in pencil.]
145.

by Wm. Cuitt [in pencil outside the image.] [n.d.
c.1800.]
A very rare and fine aquatint. Plate 113 x 172mm. 4½
x 6¾", very large margins
£240
This is claimed to be the first chain bridge constructed
in Great Britain, built over the River Tees c.1741
called Wynch Bridge, and originally built by
subscription for the for the lead miners to commute
between their homes in Holwick and the mines at
Middleton. It is said to have collapsed in 1802 under
the weight of nine mining vehicles.
Stock: 56172

146. Part of Forcing Establishment, Hooley
Hall, Coulsden, Surrey, Heated by one of
Weeks & Co's Patent Duplex Upright Tubular
Boilers.
[n.d., c.1870.]
Chromolithograph. Sheet 190 x 270mm (7½ x 10½").
Trimmed and laid on album paper; glue stains.
£95
A huge series of greenhouses, built during the vogue
created by the Crystal Palace.
Probably published by a builder of greenhouses. See
56063.
Stock: 56070

147. [Cabinet-makers] Mess.rs Morgan &
Sanders, Catherine St. Strand.
No.8, of Ackermann's Repository of Arts &c. Pub.
Augt. 1st 1809, at 101 Strand London.
Fine hand coloured engraving. Sheet 145 x 235mm
(5¾ x 9¼").
£120
Specialists in the manufacture of “metamorphic”
furniture, upholsterers and cabinet-makers Thomas
Morgan and Joseph Sanders operated the highly
successful firm of Morgan & Sanders. The firm
flourished between 1801 and 1820. Sanders was a
highly innovative designer, patenting designs and
improvements to “The Metamorphic Library Chair,”
“The Imperial Dining Table” and “Merlin’s
Mechanical Chair.” They marketed aggressively,
advertising in both London and provincial newspapers,
and supplied furniture to not only the hero of the time,
Lord Horatio Nelson, but enjoyed Royal patronage, as
well. Much of what the company designed can be
called campaign furniture, and they crafted furniture of
“transportable comfort” aimed at the Army and Navy
markets. In fact, both the National Maritime Museum
in Greenwich and the Royal Naval Museum shows
examples of their work. After the death of Joseph
Sanders in 1818, the company was renamed Morgan &
Co. and sold to their foreman, John Durham, in 1820.
Numbered 'Plate 10. Vol. 2.' upper right, from Rudolph
Ackermann's 'Repository of Arts' periodical, published
from 1809-1829. A series of the firm’s designs were
published in the magazine between 1809 until 1815.
The formal title of the publication was "Repository of
Arts, Literature, Commerce, Manufactures, Fashions,
and Politics", and it discussed and illustrated day to day
life, and influenced English taste in fashion,
architecture and literature.
Stock: 55924

148. The Smith's Forge.
Brouwer Pinx.t. Spooner fecit. [Robert Sayer?,
c.1770.]
Mezzotint. 150 x 115mm (6 x 4½").
£160
The interior of a blacksmith's forge, where one man
pulls a chain above him, bending his head down and
holding a piece of metal in the embers; whilst another
man hammers at a piece of metal on an anvil.
This plate also appears with the inscription 'Printed for
Robt. Sayer in Fleet Street, London'. Ex: Collection of
Hon. Christopher Lennox-Boyd
Stock: 55921

149. Wedgwood & Byerley. [York Street. St.
James's Square.]
[For No.2 of R. Ackermann's Repository of Arts.]
Published Feb.y 1809, at 101, Strand, London.
Hand coloured etching with aquatint. Sheet:125 x
220mm (5 x 8¾"). Trimmed, taped tear.
£120
The inside of the 'Wedgwood and Byerley' ceramics
showrooms showing figures looking at chinaware laid
out on tables and on view in display cases. When
Josiah Wedgwood died in 1795, his sons Josiah II,
John Wedgwood and nephew Tom Byerley formed the
partnership of Wedgwood & Byerley.
Numbered 'Plate 7' upper right, from Rudolph
Ackermann's 'Repository of Arts' periodical, published
from 1809-1829. The formal title of the publication
was "Repository of Arts, Literature, Commerce,
Manufactures, Fashions, and Politics", and it discussed
and illustrated day to day life, and influenced English
taste in fashion, architecture and literature.
Stock: 55925

150. The Billiard Table.
Design'd & Etched by Rowlandson. [London, R.
Ackermann, c.1820 (publication line faint).]
Hand coloured etching with aquatint, sheet 150 x
235mm. 6 x 9¼".
£160
Doctor Syntax playing billiards in an interior with five
women; one lady scores the match using a wallmounted dial above the fireplace to left.
From 'The Tour of Doctor Syntax, in Search of a Wife'
by William Combe. The various tours following the
escapades of the fictional 19th century clergyman 'Dr.
Syntax' were a satire on William Gilpin’s series of
picturesque journeys to different parts of England.
By Thomas Rowlandson (1757 - 1827). Abbey Life:
267, 8.

After the Royalist defeat in the Civil War, Cavendish
settled in Antwerp, where his treatise on horsemanship,
'La Methode et Invention nouvelle de Dresser les
Chevaux', was published by Jacob van Meurs c.1658.
This example is from the first English edition, 'A
General System of Horsemanship in All Its Branches'.
Stock: 55974

152. Plan and Survey of Doncaster Race
Course; in the West Riding of Yorkshire;
including the Rises and Fall; with Notes
Referring to an Appendix; by W.m Kemp. To
The Mayor and Corporation of The Town of
Doncaster; This Plate, being No.5, of a Series of
Surveys, of the Principal Race Courses in
England; is most Respectfully Dedicated by
Their most obed.t and very humble Servant,
W.m Kemp [facsimile signature.]
Davies sculp. 34 Compton St. Brunsw.k Sq. London,
Published by Sherwood, Jones & Co. Paternoster Row.
[n.d., 1824.]
Engraved map with hand colour; J. Whatman 1822
watermark; 215 x 280mm (8½ x 11"). Trimmed within
plate, two vertical binding folds, as normal.
£75
Doncaster Racecourse, South Yorkshire. It is one of the
oldest establised centres for horse racing in Great
Britain, with records of regular racing meetings going
back to the 16th Century.
Stock: 55920

Stock: 56175

151. [William Cavendish, Duke Newcastle]
Apres l'homme le Cheval le plus noble
animal...
Abr. à Diepenbeke delineavit. Petr. van Lisbetten
sculpsit. [London: John Brindley, 1743.]
Engraving. 390 x 520mm (15¼ x 20½"), with red
ruling. Some staining.
£360
Equestrian portrait of William Cavendish (1593-1676),
1st Duke of Newcastle, in armour, baton in hand, horse
rearing on a plinth, surrounded by cherubs and military
trophies.

153. [On the Tay.]
[Robert Nesbet Snodgrass.] [n.d. c.1930s.]
Etching with drypoint. 205 x 150mm (8 x 6"), with
very large margins. Taped in mount.
£250
Etching of a man wading in the river and casting a line.
Stock: 56133

154. [Loch Tay.]
[Robert Nesbet Snodgrass.] [n.d. c.1930s.]
Etching with drypoint. 150 x 200mm (6 x 8"), with
very large margins. Taped in mount.
£250
Two men boat fishing on Lock Tay, one seated rowing
the boat and the other reeling in a fish on his line.
Stock: 56134

155. [Fish caught on a line.] Final state [in
pencil].
[n.d. c.1920s.]
Etching with drypoint, signed in pencil by George
Marples; 205 x 305mm (8 x 12") with very large
margins.
£360
A fish being pulled from the water caught on a line.
Guichard, p.50: "Fish, except by the Detmolds, have
not been better portrayed in the British School than by
Marples".
Stock: 56138

156. [The Tyne at Bywell.]
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil.] [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Etching with drypoint. 150 x 200mm (6 x 8"), with
very large margins
£280
Etched landscape of the River Tyne with Bywell Castle
on the far bank, complete with a salmon fish leaping
out of the water. The Bywell bend of the River Tyne is
widely recognised as one of the best spots for salmon
fishing in England. Norman Wilkinson [1878-1971]
was an illustrator for the Illustrated London News, and
during both World Wars worked developing
camouflage techniques.
Stock: 56136

designed covers for Edinburgh publishers and was a
prolific designer of bookplates. In 1918 he became an
official war artist for the RAF and was stationed in
France. Simpson was already forty-five when he took
up etching in 1925, at the height of the boom period for
the medium. His first twenty or so plates were etched
with a gramophone needle and printed by the artist
himself on the small press lent to him by a local
Carlisle printing firm. His first exhibition of etchings
took place in Glasgow at Wishart Brown in March
1926. His friend Frank Brangwyn wrote the catalogue
introduction. A second highly successful show was
staged in November 1926 by Alex, Reid and Lefevre in
London. Simpson exhibited in Munich, Venice,
Florence & Stockholm.
Stock: 56121

159. A Spring Fish
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil]. [n.d. c. 1920s].
Etching with artist's signature in pencil; Limited
edition 100; 225 x 300mm (9 x 12"), very large
margins.
£280
An etching of two men on a riverbank; one holds a
fishing rod, the other a speared fish. Norman
Wilkinson [1878-1971] was an illustrator for the
Illustrated London News, and during both World Wars
worked developing camouflage techniques.
Stock: 56122

160. [Heavy Fish.]
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil.] [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Etching with drypoint with artist's signature in pencil,
limited edition 100. 225 x 300mm (9 x 12") very large
margins. Mount burn.
£280
Etching of a man struggling to reel in a fish caught on
his line. Norman Wilkinson [1878-1971] was an
illustrator for the Illustrated London News, and during
both World Wars worked developing camouflage
techniques.
Stock: 56128

157. [Riverside Fishing.]
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil.] [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Etching with drypoint with artist's signature in pencil;
limited edition 100; 230 x 300mm (9 x 12") very large
margins.
£320
Etching of a fisherman standing on the water's edge
casting a line into the river. Norman Wilkinson [18781971] was an illustrator for the Illustrated London
News, and during both World Wars worked developing
camouflage techniques.
Stock: 56127

158. [The Border Angler].
Joseph Simpson [signed in pencil]. [n.d. 1927]
Etching with artist's signature in pencil. 300 x 210mm
(12 x 8¼), very large margins. Mount stain.
£330
Etching of a fisherman wading by the bankside with
rod and net, smoking a pipe. Joseph Simpson (1879 1939), painter and etcher of portraits and sporting
subjects. Simpson was born in Carlisle and studied art
at Glasgow School of Art. He became a close friend of
D.Y. Cameron and was elected RBA in 1909. Simpson

161. The Gairloch [in pencil].
Colin Hunter [signed in pencil]. F. Goulding sculp [in
pencil]. [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Rare etching with drypoint. 330 x 600mm (13 x 23½").
Large margins. Faint mount burn.
£350
Etched landscape of fishing boats on Gairloch, in the
Scottish Highlands.
Stock: 56194

162. [Winchester College]
J. P. Barnard [in pencil]. William. J. Allingham [in
pencil]. Printseller's Association blindstamp. [n.d.]
Engraving, proof on vellum with artist and engraver's
signatures. 440 x 560mm (17¼ x 22") very large
margins. Some creasing in the title area and in upper
right corner.
£260
A group of men fishing on the banks of the river
Itchen. A punter glides on the river in a gondola and
Winchester cathedral can be seen prominently in the
background.
Stock: 56195

163. [A Lowland Stream.]
[Robert Nesbet Snodgrass.] [n.d. c. 1930s.]
Etching with drypoint. 150 x 205mm (6 x 8"), with
very large margins. Taped in mount.
£250
Etching of a man wading and fishing in the river.
Stock: 56132

Great Expectations [in pencil] [&]
Caught [in pencil].
164.

Artist London Proof blindstamp. Remarque of a fish
and cherry branch [&] remarque of a small school of
fish. [n.d.]
Pair of etchings, proof. 535 x 400mm (21 x 15¾"),
very large margins. Faint foxing across both sheets.
£480
In the first plate a boy with a fishing rod lies patiently
on the bank of a stream. In the second plate the boy
lifts a fish caught on the line from the stream.

the Illustrated London News, and during both World
Wars worked developing camouflage techniques.
Stock: 56123

167. A Portfolio of Permanent Reproductions
of Ten Fish Pictures.
After Paintings by the late celebrated Fish Painter H. L.
Rolfe. London: Published At The Office Of ''The
Fishing Gazette,'' St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane,
E.C. [n.d. c.1895.]
Rare portfolio, original printed boards, with 10 halftone plates plus a keyplate, all trimmed to image and
laid on printed boards as issued. 365 x 275mm (4½ x
10¾") A bit of wear to the covers and plates slightly
time stained.
£650
Plates: I The Game Fish of Great Britain, II Key To
Ditto, III In A Fix, IV Not Caught Yet, V Threatened
War, VI Homeward Bound, VII Foul Play, VIII The
Anglers Rest, IX The First Lesson, X A Leap For
Liberty, XI The Poacher.
R.B Marston, editor of The Fishing Gazette,
republished this from a series that had no publisher
name and was undated called 'Piscatorial Studies by
H.L Rolfe.' Having found the series through E Spencer
Gough who had a letter printed in the March 17th 1888
edition of the Gazette in the hopes of finding out more
information to procure one for a friend. The
photographer was identified as W.T. Beach. Seeing an
opportunity Marston accquired or borrowed from a
correspondant and made 'A Portfolio Of Permanent
Reproductions Of Ten Fish Pictures' and advertised it
in the January 12th 1895 edition of the Gazette.
Henry Rolfe (d. 1881) was a painter of fishing subjects
and exhibited at the Royal Academy, British
Institution, Royal Society of British Artists in Suffolk
Street, Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts and the
Royal Hibernian Academy of Arts in Dublin. From the
collection of David Beazley, cover illustrated in his
'Images of Angling, p.140.
Stock: 56241

Stock: 56196

165. [A Likely Cast.]
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil]. [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Etching with drypoint with artist's signature in pencil;
Limited edition 100. 205 x 265mm (8 x 10¼"), large
margins.
£280
A man fishing by the lakeside. Norman Wilkinson
[1878-1971] was an illustrator for the Illustrated
London News, and during both World Wars worked
developing camouflage techniques.
Stock: 56124

166. The Kettle Pool, Straun [in pencil].
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil]. [n.d. c. 1920s].
Etching with artist's signature in pencil, Limited edition
100; 145 x 200mm (5¾ x 8"), very large margins.
£280
An etching of a salmon fish leaping from the water.
Norman Wilkinson [1878-1971] was an illustrator for

168. [The Salmon Leap.]
[After] Douglas Adams 1892 [etched in images].
Douglas Adams [signed in pencil]. With Printseller's
Association blindstamp. [n.d. 1893.]
Rare photogravure printed on chine colle, with artist's
signature, artist's proof 225. 590 x 430mm (23¼ x 17").
Large margins.
£490

A man watches a salmon fish leaping upstream from a
rock on the bank, his fishing rod discarded behind him.
Stock: 56193

169. [Below the Falls.]
Norman Wilkinson [etched in plate and signed in
pencil]. [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Etching with drypoint with artist's signature. 225 x
300mm (9 x 12") very large margins.
£280
Etching of a salmon fish leaping out of the pool.
Norman Wilkinson [1878-1971] was an illustrator for
the Illustrated London News, and during both World
Wars worked developing camouflage techniques.

173. [Isaac Walton & Charles Cotton]
G. H. Boughton [signed in pencil]. G. Wolliscroft
Rhead [signed in pencil]. Copyright 1898. Published
by J. S. Virtue & C. limited London.
Etching. 390 x 560mm (15¼ x 22"). Large margins.
£260
Two men in traditional pilgrim dress pause their
fishing to watch two women carrying pales on the
heads.
Stock: 56197

Stock: 56131

170. [Salmon on the Line] A Thirty-Pounder
[in pencil].
Norman Wilkinson [signed in pencil]. [n.d. c. 1920s.]
Etching with drypoint with artist's signature in pencil;
limited edition 100; 225 x 300mm (9 x 12"), with very
large margins. Faint foxing.
£320
Etching of a Salmon fish pulled from the water by a
fishing line. Norman Wilkinson [1878-1971] was an
illustrator for the Illustrated London News, and during
both World Wars worked developing camouflage
techniques.
Stock: 56126

171. [A Salmon River.] N.o 35 [in pencil].
D. T. Robertson [signed in pencil]. [n.d. c.1920s.]
Etching with drypoint and artist's signature. 190 x
325mm (7½ x 12½").
£250
A salmon fish leaping upstream.
Stock: 56137

172. [Master James Sayer.]
J. Zoffany pinxt. 1770. Richd Houston fecit 1772.
Published as the Act directs 25 March 1772 R. Sayer
No. 53 Fleet Street.
Mezzotint, scratched proof before letters. 510 x
355mm (20 x 14").
£750
A portrait of James Sayer (c.1760-96) at the age of
thirteen standing on the bank of a stream holding a
fishing rod with a freshly caught fish, published by the
subject's father, Robert Sayer. CS:109 i of ii.
Stock: 56240

Whitsun Holidays. Excursion Trains at
Half Fares to all stations of the South Eastern
Railway...Saturday Excursion Trains. Half
Fares...Boulogne & Amiens Railway.
Excursion Trains for the Summer Season...[On
verso:] The Continental Route. For Times of
Sailing and other Particulars,-see pages 44 &
45. Contents. Through Trains (Down)...Table
of Cab Fares.57. Excursion Trains. 59. [Map
inside.] Paris, Brussels, Cologne, Frankfort,
Bale, Berlin, Hamburgh, Leipsic, Vienna, and
Warsaw.
174.

[n.d. c. 1880.]
Letterpress and engraving. Small booklet of four sides;
two sides of letterpress, interior sides of European train
map. 128 x 164mm. 5 x 6½".
£130
A booklet for the South Eastern Railway's excursions
discounts and holiday plans, with a map of Europe
inside showing the train routes available. The South
Eastern Railway was established in 1836 and stayed in
business until 1922. It was initially formed to construct
a route from London to Dover, and then later opening
lines to Tunbridge Wells, Hastings, Canterbury and
other places in Kent. In 1844 the SER organised the
first of seven rail and ferry excursions from London to
Boulogne; and in 1854 the SER took over the South
Eastern & Continental Steam Packet Company. In1866
when the SER was under the chairmanship of Sir
Edward Watkin, who was also chairman of the
Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire Railway and
the Metropolitan Railways, as well as being a director
of the Chemin de Fer du Nord in France; he saw the
SER as one link from the industrial north of England to
the Continent and thus proposed the idea of the
Channel Tunnel. The plans were ultimately blocked by
the War Office.
Stock: 56176

and is so completely secured from upsetting that the
most timid person might use it with the greatest
confidence'.
A pilentum was an easy chariot or carriage, first used
by Roman ladies.
Stock: 56181

177. Plan of the Citys Intended Improvements
at Snow Hill.

175. Pedestrian Hobbyhorse. Mr. Johnson,
Patentee, 75, Long Acre.
Published Feb.y 1819, at R. Ackermann's, 101 Strand.
Coloured aquatint with very fine colour. 152 x 216mm
(6 x 8½"). Mark top right.
£320
The hobbyhorse was a toy used by children dating back
to the 1300s. The vehicle depicted here is more akin to
the velocipede (also known as the 'dandy horse'), on
which the rider proceeded by pushing forwards with
his/her feet.
Ackermann's Repository of Arts was an influential
illustrated periodical published from in London from
1809-1829 by Rudolph Ackermann. The formal title of
the publication was "Respository of Arts, Literature,
Commerce, Manufactures, Fashions, and Politics".
Stock: 56180

R. Metcalf sculp. 127 Bunhill Row. Surveyors Office
Guildhall [n.d., c.1802.]
Engraved map. 280 x 665mm (11 x 26¼"). Trimmed to
plate, small hole and tear.
£230
A plan showing the widening and continuation of the
road at Snow Hill in the City of London, orientated
with north at the bottom of the map. Houses to be
purchased for demolition are numbered; and a proposal
that 'a grand avenue [to] be made from Blackfryars
Bridge to Islington' is mentioned.
Stock: 56101

178. Vauxhall Garden.
Rowlandson & Pugin delt. et sculpt. J. Bluck, aquat.
London Pub. Octr. 1st. 1809, at R. Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts 101 Strand.
Hand coloured aquatint, plate 280 x 230mm (11 x 9"),
large margins. Tear into image.
£160
An illuminated band stand at Vauxhall Gardens, a
pleasure garden and one of the leading venues for
public entertainment in London from the mid 17th
century to the mid 19th century. Revellers dance in the
foreground.
Plate to Volume III of Rudolph Ackermann's
'Microcosm of London', 3 vols., 1808-10.
Numbered 'Plate 88.' upper right. Abbey, Scenery: 212,
89.
Stock: 56119

176. A Pilentum, Or Lady's Accelerator
invented by Hancock & Co. St. James's Street,
is now exhibiting at 97. Pall Mall. Price One
Shill.g
Pub by S. & J. Fuller. 34, Rathbone Place. [n.d.
c.1820.]
Hand-coloured aquatint with etching; and letterpress,
very scarce, fine & rare; paper watermarked: J
Whatman 1818. Sheet 210 x 235mm (8¼ x 9¼"). £490
A lady riding a tricycle in a park along a path leading
to a large house in the right background.
Letterpress reads: 'This elegant little Vehicle is
peculiarly adapted for the use of Ladies, as well as
Gentlemen. It is impelled, by the slightest touch of
either the hands of the feet, at a rate truly astonishing;

179. Society of Agriculture.
Rowlandson & Pugin del.t. et sculp.t. J.C.Stadler
aqua.t. London. Pub. June 1st, 1809 at R. Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts 101, Strand.
Coloured aquatint, watermark W. Balston 1809; plate
225 x 270mm (9¾ x 10½"), very large margins. £180
The Society of Agriculture, meeting at 32 Sackville
Street, off Piccadilly.
Published in Ackermann's famous work, the
'Microcosm of London', the figures were drawn by the
famous caricaturist Thomas Rowlandson and the
architecture by Augustus Pugin. Abbey, Scenery: 212.
Stock: 56118

180. The Great Fire of London in the Year
1666. From the original picture in the
possession of Robert Golden Esq.r Painted by
Old Griffier at the time of the Fire. The scene
is the original Ludgate taken at the instant of
time when the Walls of the Goal [sic] adjoining
it fell and exhibited to the view Old St. Paul's
Church, just taking fire, and Old Bow Church
in the background.
J. Griffier [in image]. [Engraved by W. Birch.]
Published by E. Jeffery, No 11. Pall Mall, 1807.

Coloured stipple. 300 x 390mm (11¾ x 15¼")
Trimmed within plate top and bottom, to plate at sides,
binding folds.
£160
A view of collapsed buildings around Ludgate, with St
Paul's Cathedral and Bow Church wreathed in smoke
behind. Unusually the inscription area is also stippled.
Originally published in Thomas Pennant’s 'Some
Account of London', this example has 'Vide Pennant's
London' erased from the plate bottom right and
Jeffery's name replacing William Birch's as publisher.
Although the view is ascribed to Jan Griffier the elder
(1645/52-1718) , the BM records that it ''first appears
in London soon after the Great Fire of 1666''. As a
painter he specialised in landscapes, but he also
engraved mezzotints and etched, including the animals
and birds of Francis Barlow. BM 1880,1113.1159.
Crace 1878-11-51.
Stock: 55914

182. The Great Fire of London in the Year
1666. From the original picture in the
possession of Robert Golden Esq.r Painted by
Old Griffier at the time of the Fire. The scene
is the original Ludgate taken at the instant of
time when the Walls of the Goal [sic] adjoining
it fell and exhibited to the view Old St. Paul's
Church, just taking fire, and Old Bow Church
in the background. Vide Pennant's London.
Proof.
J. Griffier [in image]. Engrav'd and Publish'd by W.
Birch, Enamel Painter, No,, 2, Macclesfield Street,
Soho. Dec.r 1st. 1792.
Fine coloured stipple, proof. Sheet 295 x 390mm (11½
x 15¼") Trimmed within plate top and bottom, to plate
at sides, binding folds as normal.
£230
A view of collapsed buildings around Ludgate, with St
Paul's Cathedral and Bow Church wreathed in smoke
behind. Unusually the inscription area is also stippled.
Published in Thomas Pennant’s Some Account of
London.
Although the view is ascribed to Jan Griffier the elder
(1645/52-1718) , the BM records that it ''first appears
in London soon after the Great Fire of 1666''. As a
painter he specialised in landscapes, but he also
engraved mezzotints and etched, including the animals
and birds of Francis Barlow. BM 1880,1113.1159.
Crace 1878-11-51.
Stock: 55912

181. The Great Fire of London in the Year
1666. From the original picture in the
possession of Robert Golden Esq.r Painted by
Old Griffier at the time of the Fire. The scene
is the original Ludgate taken at the instant of
time when the Walls of the Goal [sic] adjoining
it fell and exhibited to the view Old St. Paul's
Church, just taking fire, and Old Bow Church
in the background. Vide Pennant's London.
J. Griffier [in image]. Engrav'd and Publish'd by W.
Birch, Enamel Painter, No,, 2, Macclesfield Street,
Soho. Dec.r 1st. 1792.
Coloured stipple. 300 x 390mm (11¾ x 15¼") large
margins. Crack in platemark at bottom, binding folds
as normal.
£260
A view of collapsed buildings around Ludgate, with St
Paul's Cathedral and Bow Church wreathed in smoke
behind. Unusually the inscription area is also stippled.
Published in Thomas Pennant’s Some Account of
London.
Although the view is ascribed to Jan Griffier the elder
(1645/52-1718) , the BM records that it ''first appears
in London soon after the Great Fire of 1666''. As a
painter he specialised in landscapes, but he also
engraved mezzotints and etched, including the animals
and birds of Francis Barlow. BM 1880,1113.1159.
Crace 1878-11-51.
Stock: 55913

183. A Perspective View of the Magnificent
Structure, erected in the Green Park for the
Royal Fire Works exhibited the 27 of April
1749, on account of the General Peace. Veue
Perspective du Batiment Magnifique...
London Printed for Robert Wilkinson No.58 Cornhill,
& Bowles & Carver, No. 69 St.Pauls Church Yard.
Beautifully coloured engraving, J. Whatman
watermark; plate 255 x 405mm (10 x 16"), with large
margins. Some surface dirt mainly focused in the
margins but also within the plate mark.
£360
A view in Green Park of the structure made for the
firework display celebrating the end of the War of the
Austrian Succession (1740–1748) and the signing of
the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen). The structure
was designed by the Franco-Italian architect, decorator
and artist Giovanni Niccolò Servandoni (1695–1766).
The illuminations were accompanied by music
composed for the occasion and conducted by George
Frideric Handel (1685–1759). The display was not as

successful as the music itself: rainy weather caused
many misfires, the right pavilion caught fire in the
middle of the show, as well as several injuries.

indicates this series is from the 1778 re-issue published
by Robert Sayer.
Stock: 56218

Stock: 56090

184. His Royal Highness the Prince Regent
and Duke of Wellington's &c.&c.&c. First Visit
to Waterloo Bridge of the 18th June 1817.
(Taken from Somerset House.)
Published June 21st 1817, By R.Ackermann, 101
Strand.
Rare & fine coloured aquatint. 210 x 360mm, (8¼ x
14¼"), with large margins. Worm holes in left. Some
creasing and time staining.
£290
The opening of John Rennie's Bridge in 1817,
published only three days after the event.
Stock: 56061

185. Londra Capitale dell'Inghilterra. Tom
XII. A. Il fiume Tamigi. B. Il Ponte. C. La
Torre. D. Il Palazzo di Whitehall. E. Il Borgo di
Southwark.
[Francesco Sesone.] [n.d. c.1740.]
Engraving. Plate 177 x 342mm (7 x 13½"). Trimmed
along upper plate edge, folds as normal.
£360
A pre-fire prospect of London, engraved by Sesone and
probably copied from Schenck's view of London (for
which see ref. 28514). See Ref: 28516 for added hand
colour and different publication.
Stock: 56179

187. [Buck London II.] 42.
This drawing, taken (from Mr. Watson's Summer
House, opposite to Somerset House) & Engraved by S
& N. Buck. Publish'd according to Act of Parliament
Sep 11.th 1749. N.o 1 Garden Court, Middle Temple,
London. [1778 re-issue published by Robert Sayer.]
Engraving. 315 x 820mm (12½ x 32½"). Very large
margins. Faint toning in the margins.
£650
The second in a set of five prospect views of London,
with key from twelve, 'Part of the Treasury', to thirty,
'Part of Somerset House'. Still visible in the centre of
this view, under key 21, are the York Stairs,
functioning for what they were originally designed as a
watergate to provide easy access to the Thames. Since
the construction of Victoria embankment in 1865 the
gate is now defunct and sits more as monument in
Victoria Embankment Gardens. This set was
considered the most ambitious in the series of eightyseven detailed views in England and Wales, published
over thrity years. The impressive scale of the set
allowed the Buck brothers to illuminate the north bank
of the Thames in far greater topographical detail than
their predecessors. The engraved plate number '42' in
the top right corner indicates this series is from the
1778 re-issue published by Robert Sayer.
Stock: 56222

186. [Buck London I.] 41.
This drawing, taken (from Mr. Scheve's Sugar House,
opposite to York House) & Engraved by S & N. Buck.
Publish'd according to Act of Parliament Sep 11.th
1749. N.o 1 Garden Court, Middle Temple, London.
[1778 re-issue published by Robert Sayer.]
Engraving. 315 x 815mm (12½ x 32½"). Very large
margins Faint toning. Two tears in the left nargin, one
repaired.
£790
The first in a set of five prospect views of London,
with key from one, 'The New Bridge at Westminster' to
eleven, 'Part of the Treasury'. The view, first published
in 1749, shows the final construction of Westminster
Bridge before it's completion in 1750, as well as the
Houses of Parliament as remodelled by architect Sir
John Soane before the building was destroyed in the
fire of 1834. This set was considered the most
ambitious in the series of eighty-seven detailed views
in England and Wales, published over thrity years. The
impressive scale of the set allowed the Buck brothers
to illuminate the north bank of the Thames in far
greater topographical detail than their predecessors.
The engraved plate number '41' in the top right corner

188. [Buck London III.] 43.
This drawing, taken (from Mr. Everard's Summer
House, opposite to St. Bride's Church) & Engraved by
S & N. Buck. Publish'd according to Act of Parliament
Sep 11.th 1749. N.o 1 Garden Court, Middle Temple,
London. [1778 re-issue published by Robert Sayer.]
Engraving. 315 x 820mm (12½ x 32½"). Very large
margins. Some marking along the edge of the margins.
Hole near the centre of the image.
£680
The third in a set of five prospect views of London,
with key from thirty-one, 'Somerset House' to fortyeight, 'Bridewel'. This set was considered the most
ambitious in the series of eighty-seven detailed views
in England and Wales, published over thrity years. The
impressive scale of the set allowed the Buck brothers

to illuminate the north bank of the Thames in far
greater topographical detail than their predecessors.
The engraved plate number '43' in the top right corner
indicates this series is from the 1778 re-issue published
by Robert Sayer.
Stock: 56225

regular service from London. In 1840 Old Swan pier
and Chelsea Mall pier served the steamboats, but by
1841 Earl Cadogan had erected Cadogan pier in
Cheyne Walk, designed by N. Handford, catering for a
large number of summer passengers. The pier was
rebuilt c. 1875 to accommodate Albert Bridge.
Perhaps from the architect's prospectus. Longford
Images of Chelsea: 131.
Stock: 56073

189. [Buck London IV.] 44.
This drawing, taken (from the West part of the Leads
of S.t Mary Overy's Church in Southwark) & Engraved
by S & N. Buck. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament Sep 11.th 1749. N.o 1 Garden Court,
Middle Temple, London. [1778 re-issue published by
Robert Sayer.]
Engraving. 315 x 820mm (12½ x 32½"). Very large
margins. Central crease.
£950
A fine view of St. Pauls. The fourth in a set of five
prospect views of London, with key from forty-nine,
'Fleet Ditch', to eighty-two, 'St. Michael's.
Bassingshaw.' This set was considered the most
ambitious in the series of eighty-seven detailed views
in England and Wales, published over thrity years. The
impressive scale of the set allowed the Buck brothers
to illuminate the north bank of the Thames in far
greater topographical detail than their predecessors.
The engraved plate number '44' in the top right corner
indicates this series is from the 1778 re-issue published
by Robert Sayer.

192. Military College, Chelsea.
Rowlandson & Pugin delt. et sculpt. Sunderland aquat.
London Pub. Jany. 1, 1810, at R. Ackermann’s
Repository of Arts 101 Strand.
Hand coloured aquatint, 245 x 280mm (9½ x 11"),
large margins.
£160
Interior view showing students attending a lecture at
the Military College, Chelsea.
Plate to Volume III of Rudolph Ackermann's
'Microcosm of London', 3 vols., 1808-10.
Numbered 'Plate 99.' upper right. Abbey, Scenery: 212,
99.
Stock: 56120

The Crystal Palace and Park. Designed
and Executed by Sir Joseph Paxton.
193.

J. Needham, Lith. Copyright. London, Printed and
Published May 25th 1854, under Authority of the
Company, by Day & Son, Lithographers to the Queen,
in the Crystal Palace, & at 17, Gate St. Lin. Inn Fields.
Lithograph. Sheet 337 x 495mm (13¼" x 19½") very
large margins. Some tears in the margin.
£260
A perspective view of the Crystal Palace and the exotic
fountains and gardens.
Stock: 56074

Stock: 56226

190. Sala Regalis cum Curia West-monasterÿ,
vulgo Westminster haall.
[W. Hol]lar fecit, 1647.
Etching, 18th century watermark. Sheet 145 x 285mm
(5¾ x 11¼") Trimmed to printed border, repaired
worm hole and creasing in sky.
£240
A view of the square to the north of Westminster Hall,
with groups of people and coaches on the left and a
fountain on the right. For this state the printing plate
has been trimmed on the left, leaving only 'lar' of the
signature. Pennington 1040, state iv of iv.
Stock: 56071

191. The Cadogan Pier Cheyne Walk Chelsea.
N. Handford Esq. Archt. C. Warren, delt. Published
April 17th 1841, by T. Faulkner, Chelsea.
Very scarce lithograph, two perspectives (viewed from
the bank and the river) printed on a single sheet.
Tipped into album page, sheet 330 x 485mm (13 x
19").
£220
There was insufficient accommodation on the
riverbank for passenger steamboats in the 1840s and
piers were built into the Thames to accommodate them.
Cremorne Gardens had its own landing place, with a

194. [Orleans House.] Vue de la Maison
occupée par Son Altesse Sérénissime
Monseigneur le Duc D'Orléans a Twickenham
en 1815.
L. Altbalin Del.t [Louis Marie Baptiste Atthalin]. [J.C.
Stadler Sculp.] Published Aug.t 1st 1816, at R.
Ackermann's Repository of Arts, No 101, Strand,
London.
Very rare aquatint, Sheet 425 x 690mm (16¾ x 27¼"),
watermarked 'J Whatman 1813' (partial). Trimmed into
image on three sides (c.3cm on right, losing engraver's
inscription), into plate at bottom, vertical crease,
bottom corners snipped.
£580
A view of Orleans House, a Palladian villa on the
Thames in St Margaret's, Twickenham, home to Louis

Philippe, Duke of Orleans, between 1813 and 1815. A
very large image with coaches and riders. The artist,
Louis Marie Baptiste Atthalin (1784-1856), had been
an aide-de-camp of Napoleon before taking the same
role for Louis Philippe in 1814, after the first exile of
Napoleon, at which time he painted this view. Despite
rejoining Napoleon for the Hundred Days, Atthalin
remained a favourite of the Duke: after becoming king
in 1830 Louis Philippe made Atthalin Maréchal de
Camp. When Louis Philippe abdicated after the
February 1848 Revolution, Atthalin also lost his
position, after which he retired from public life.

College, Windermere built for the Rev Addison by
Abraham Pattinson who opened it as St. Mary’s
College in September 1853. In 1855 the college was
bought by Benjamin Irving and George Hale Puckle of
Nine Oaks. They became joint headmasters and
renamed the establishment.
Stock: 56003

Stock: 56163

195. West View of Caversham Bridge. Pl.20.
[J.Man.] [Printed by Snare and Man. Sold by Nichols,
Son, and Bentley, Red Lion Passage, Fleet Street; J.
Richardson, Royal Exchange, London; and R. Snare,
Minster Street, Reading. 1816.]
Aquatint. Plate 180 x 256mm (7 x 10"), large margins.
£70
A view of Caversham Bridge, Reading, Berkshire. A
horse-trap trots across the bridge, with a man in a punt
rows past another man fishing, with a catch in his net.
From John Man's 'History of Reading'. Abbey: 293: 19.
Stock: 56072

Mathews's New & Correct Plan of the
City and Suburbs of Bristol. including the
Hotwells and Clifton and the new Buildings
down to the year 1815 taken from actual
Survey.
196.

[c.1815.]
Engraved map, on verso in ink "Rich Champney". 330
x 460mm (13 x 18"). Tears taped, creasing.
£260
A map of Bristol with a 54-point key, originally
published in 'The New History, Survey and Description
of the City and Suburbs of Bristol' in 1794. This
example has the date changed and the arms of the city
and merchants of Bristol added.
Stock: 56095

197. The College; - Windermere.
L. Aspland Del.t W. Banks. sc. Edin.r
Rare engraving, sheet 105 x 130mm (4¼ x 5¼"). Cut
within plate mark and glued to backing sheet.
£95
A school yard scene depicting boys playing cricket.
The school appears to be what is known as the Old

198. [To Sam.l Oldknow Esqr. _The
Proprietor, This West View of Mellor Mill in
Derbyshire is with the greatest respect,
inscribed by his obedient H.ble Servants,
F.Jukes & V.Zanetti.]
[From an original Picture by J.Parry. Engraved by
F.Jukes.] [Published July 12th 1803 by Francis Jukes,
No. 10 Howland Street _ And Vittore Zanetti,
Repository of Arts, Manchester.]
Aquatint with very fine original hand colour, very large
margins, proof before all letters 370 x 480mm (14½ x
18¾"), on paper watermarked 'J Ruse'. Several tears in
margin, one just entering plate at bottom. Slight time
staining.
£620
Mellor Mill, a six-story cotton mill in Marple (now
Greater Manchester), built by Samuel Oldknow 17935. Extremely rare & fine image.
Oldknow (1756-1828) was a cotton manufacturer at the
forefront of the Industrial Revolution. Early in his
career he used the 'putting-out' system of production,
distributing raw cotton to spinners and yarn to weavers
who worked in their own homes and workshops. This
could not compete against the Indian muslin trade, so
he secured money to built this factory. A financial
crisis caused by the French Revolutionary Wars put
him on the brink of bankrupcy, but he was saved by a
partnership with Richard Arkwright. By the time this
print was published the mill had over 500 employees,
including a number of parish apprentices who were
brought up from London. He was known as a good
employer: his farming interests allowed him to supply
his workers with food and he built them housing. He
also introduced his own system of paper money to pay
his workforce which could be exchanged for goods at
the village shop or for cash via third parties. However
by the time of his death he was £206,000 in debt.
Oldknow also invested in the Peak Forest Canal, on
which was the Marple Aqueduct, which was also the
subject of an aquatint by Joseph Parry and Francis
Jukes. See Ref: 35461
Stock: 56183

199. Lifton Park. South Front.
Drawn by Gendall. Printed by C. Hullmandel.
Published by Cole & Gendall, Artist's Repository,
Exeter. [n.d. c.1840.]
Rare Hand-coloured lithograph. 311 x 400mm (12¼ x
15¾"). Tear into upper image area. Tears to edges Cut
and laid on paper.
£160
Lifton Park, built c.1815 for William Arundell of
Kenegie in Cornwall, in 1857 it was partly remodelled
in a more archaeological but still Gothic style.
Stock: 56069

200. Teignmouth. The Den.
G. Townsend, del. Exeter. Pub.d April 4th 1853. Pub.d
by H. Besley, Directory Office, South St Exeter.
Engraving, sheet 130 x 185mm (5¼ x 7¼"). Trimmed
within plate mark.
£65
A view of the seafront park 'The Den' in Teignmouth
Devon. A group of people play cricket at the heart of
the green while others watch and stroll along the path.
Stock: 56004

201. [River Teese.] The High Force. This
Cataract is on the River Teese, which divides
the Counties of York and Durham; it falls
down a rock of Granate, about 23 yards into a
Large Circular Bason; The South Side belongs
to L.d Carlisle, and Geo. Bowes Esq.r the
North to L.d Barnard to whom this view is
inscribed by their most obed.t serv.t. Tho.
Smith.
Tho: Smith Pinx. J. Mason Sculp. Publish'd Dec.r
1751.
Engraving. 390 x 550mm (15¼ x 22¾") very large
margins. Faint central crease & markings in the
margins.
£380
A view of the High Force waterfall on the river Tees,
with one man fishing with a rod and net in the shallows
of the pool and another fishing on the far bank. Two
others, a man and woman, sit high up on the bank in
the bottom right corner.
Stock: 56190

202. Denmark Hill Grammar School
[n.d., c.1855]
Rare hand coloured lithograph, sheet 270 x 345mm
(10½ x 13½). Margins messy. Time stained and tears
to edges.
£190

A view of what is now Denmark Road High School,
Gloucester, from the east showing the extensive
grounds. Boys play cricket in the foreground.
Stock: 56011

203. College School, Gloucester.
J. H. Brown del on stone by G. Hawkins Jun.r Day &
Haghe lith.rs to the Queen
Rare lithograph, sheet 165 x 230mm (6½ x 9").
£90
View of the outside of a school in Gloucester. The
pupils amuse themselves with games of cricket and
hoop trundling.
Stock: 56009

204. To the Worsp.ll Edward Sayer of
Barkhamsted Place Esq.e this Plate of the
Mannor House is Pa. 577
Humbly Dedicated by John Oliver [Sir Henry Chauncy
c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") Centre
fold as issued. Some creasing. Repaired left corner.
£95
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. Berkhamsted Place was erected c.1580 by Sir
Edward Carey, the keeper of the Jewels to Queen
Elizabeth I, using stones removed from Berkhamsted
Castle. It was bought by Henry Frederick, Prince of
Wales (1594 – 1612) in 1612 and when he died later
that year was passed to his brother Charles later
crowned Charles I (1600 –1649). The house then
changed hands a few times in the turbulent times of the
English Civil War and its aftermath inluding the
Murray family. In 1660 the lease of Berkhamsted was
taken on by the Lord Treasurer, Jerome Weston, 2nd
Earl of Portland (1605–1663) however a fire broke out
and parts of the house were completely destroyed.
Reconstruction was hastily commenced, probably
financed by John Sayer who took ownership of the
house shortly after it was rebuilt. The Sayer family
remained in residence at Berkhamsted Place until 1716,
when they sold the lease to William Atwell. The House
was demolished in 1967
Stock: 56223

205. To the Worshipfull Putler Forester of
Broadfield in the county of Hertford Esq& this
Plate is dedicated
and presented by J. Savage. fo. 74. [Sir Henry Chauncy
c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾"), large
margins. Centre fold. Repaired tear near centre. £140
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. Not much is known about the Hall until
Chauncy's series, though it was mentioned in the
Domesday Book, however most likely just as an large
acreage of land. Arthur Pulter inherited the Broadfield
estate in April 1626 on the death of his grandfather,
Edward Pulter. He began to build up the manor
however died in 1689 and left the completion to his
grandson and heir James Forester.
Stock: 56191

206. The South Prospect of Bushey Hall. P540
To y.e Right Worp.ll S.v Robert Marsham K.t
& Baron.t
This Draught is humbly Presen.d by J. Drapentier. [Sir
Henry Chauncy c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") Centre
fold. Damaged, loss in the middle of the print.
£130
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700.
Bushey Hall was a historic house built in 1428 for
Thomas Montacute, 4th Earl of Salisbury. It was also
the home of Sir John Marsham, 1st Baronet. From
1883 Bushey Hall hosted a hydrotheraputic institue in
in its 250 acres of parkland. The manor was
demolished in the nineteenth century.
Stock: 56165

207. Hide Hall. Pa 81 To the Right Worp.ll
S.r Robart Josling of Hide Hall Baronet.
This Draught is humbly Presented by John Drapentier.
[Sir Henry Chauncy c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") Centre
fold as issued. Some creasing. Two tiny stains in
margin one entering the plate mark. Tear in right
margin repaired.
£140
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. William the Conqueror granted the estate to
Geoffrey de Mandeville. It is named after the Hides
who succeeded the Mandeville's. After the death of Sir
Thomas Hide it passed onto Thomas Joceline by
marriage (Jocelyn) and then stayed within the Joceyln
family. Sir Robert Jocelyn, 1st Baronet (1623–1712)
owned the estate when this print was made and
published.
Stock: 56221

208. Hyde Hall. To y.e Right Worp.ll S.v
Nicholas Miller of Hyde Hall.
This Draught is humbly Presen.d by J. Drapentier. [Sir
Henry Chauncy c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") very large
margins. Damaged. Centre fold some damage around
the middle of the fold. Right horse and carriage faded.
£140

Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. The house is recorded as the Manor of
"Sabrixteworde" in the Domesday Book. After the
Battle of Hastings it was granted to Geoffrey de
Mandeville I by William the Conqueror. Local notables
have included John Leventhorpe (1370 – 1435), an
executor of both King Henry IV and King Henry Vs'
wills and Anne Boleyn, who was given the
Pishiobury/Pishobury estate, located to the south of the
town. Sir Walter Lawrence (1872- 1939) acquired
Hyde Hall in the 1920's and built a cricket ground and
pavilion in the grounds. Hyde Hall was sold in 1945
and became a school, however now it is a Grade II
listed building and has been divided into housing.
Stock: 56189

209. To the Honourable S.r Richard
Anderson Bar;t this Plate of the Mannor House
of Penley is Pa. 594
Humbly Dedicated by John Oliver [Sir Henry Chauncy
c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") Centre
fold as issued. Some creasing. A few tears to marins.
Slight ink offset.
£95
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. he manor of Pendley pre-dates the Norman
Conquest of 1066, after which it was confiscated by
William the Conqueror and passed to his brother-inlaw, Robert, Count of Mortain (c. 1031-c.1095), and a
later owner was John de Angle, an early Member of
Parliament. In 1440 Sir Robert Whittingham (or
Whytingham) and his wife Agnes received a grant of
free warren from King Henry VI at Pendley manor; he
enclosed 200 acres and tore down the buildings on the
land, returning the estate to pasture. He built a manor
house at the western end of the now-demolished town
as a double cloistered courtyard as well as building a
Chapel. On the accession of Edward IV (1442 –1483)
he granted Pendley manor to George Neville, Bishop
of Exeter in 1461 which then passed on to the Verney
family through marriage. The Verney family lived at
the medieval manor for the next 150 years, until it was
passed on to the Anderson family. Sir Richard
Anderson, 2nd Baronet (c. 1635–1699) owned the
Penley estate when the print was made.
Stock: 56224

210. Risden House Pa.79 To y.e Right Worp.ll
Pienelopie Stone the Relict Tho : Stone of
Risden House Esqr
This Draught is humbly Presen.d by J. Drapentier. [Sir
Henry Chauncy c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") Centre
fold with some loss near it. Some creasing. Ink offset.
£140
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. The Stone family purchased the land in 1603
from Edward Newport and finished the Jacobean house
in c.1615. Thomas Stone died in 1696 and left no sons,

so his eldest daughter Penelope inherited. Risden
House is now known as Julians.
Stock: 56192

A view of the Norman gatway of Canterbury on market
day, with people milling around outside the city.
First published by Paul Sandby c.1789.
Stock: 56059

211. The Hoo. To Gilbert Hoo Keate Esq.
This Draught is humbly Presented by John
Drapentier.
[Sir Henry Chauncy c.1700]
Engraving plate 285 x 375mm (11¼ x 14¾") very large
margins. Centre fold. Some damage around the centre
fold towards the lower middle.
£140
Published for the first edition of Sir Henry Chauncy's
(1632 - 1719) Historical Antiquities of Hertfordshire
1700. A Grade II listed country house in Great
Gaddesden, Hertfordshire. Sir Jonathan Keate, 1st
Baronet (1633–1700) was a merchant who during the
Interregnum imported sugar from Barbados. He retired
from business after his wife inherited the Hoo estate,
rebuilt the mansion there, and later acquired two
adjacent manors. His son Sir Gilbert Hoo Keate, 2nd
Baronet (c.1661 - 1705) later took over the estate. In
1944 the house was in use as a maternity home.
Stock: 56220

214. A Plan of the Town of Liverpool.
O'Connor Sculp.t 20 Rainsfords Gard.n. [n.d., c.1800.]
Engraved map, 18th century watermark. On verso in
ink Rich. Champney; 225 x 280mm (8¾ x 11").
Trimmed to plate top and bottom.
£160
A detailed plan showing the docks.
Stock: 56078

215. Plan of the Docks and Wharfs, Now
Constructing at the Town and Port of Great
Grimsby, in the County of Lincoln.
Engineer in Chief, James Meadows Rendel Esq.r.
Resident Engineer, Adam Smith Esq.r. [n.d., c.1850.]
Lithographic map. Sheet 380 x 450mm (15 x 17¾").
Tears, creasing and surface soiling.
£60
Plan of the construction of Royal Dock (1849-52),
under the supervision of James Meadows Rendel FRS
(1799-1856).
Stock: 56102

216. The North East Prospect of the City of
Norwich.

To the Right Honourable The Earl of
Sandwich, This View of Huntingdon...
212.

Geo. Tytler, pinxt. F.C. Lewis sculpt. Huntingdon,
Published Octr. 1817, by G. Wooll & Messrs. Cribb &
Sons, 288, Holborn, London.
Scarce hand-coloured aquatint with etching, plate
reworked. Image 325 x 470m, 12¾ x 18". Trimmed to
plate; several filled worm holes. Damaged.
£380
A fine prospect of Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire; in the
foreground figures walking along a path through a field
containing sheep, and some agricultural workers with
scythes resting. The town was chartered by King John
in 1205. It is the traditional county town of
Huntingdonshire (formerly a separate county), and is
known as the birthplace in 1599 of Oliver Cromwell.
Stock: 56182

213. St Georges Gate, at Canterbury.
Paul Sandby Fecit 1782. Published by T. Palser, Surrey
side, Westminster Bridge 1812.
Rare coloured aquatint. Sheet 340 x 515mm (13¼ x
20¼"). Trimmed to plate, some restoration, laid on
album sheet. Damaged. Album sheet slightly cockled.
Repairs.
£280

[after Thomas Kirkpatrick.] [n.d., c.1760.]
Coloured engraving, 18th century watermark. 205 x
330mm (8 x 13"). Narrow margins, small tear. £240
A reduced version of Kirkpatrick's two-sheet prospect
of Norwich of 1723, with a 36-point key.
Stock: 56026

View of Newcastle, upon Tyne, in
Northumberland.
217.

London: Published as the Act directs, by Alexr. Hogg,
at the Kings Arms, No.16, Paternoster Row. [n.d.,
c.1795.]
Engraving, sheet 240 x 330mm (9½ x 13"). Trimmed
to lower platemark.
£60
A view of the river Tyne and the city of Newcastle.
From 'The New and Complete English Traveller'
published by Alexander Hogg (1784 - 1794; fl).
Stock: 56067

[Part of the Old Bridge at Shrewsbury
with two Arches of the New one 1770.]
218.

[P. Sandby fecit.] [Published according to Act of
Parliament by P. Sandby, St. Georges Row Nov.r 1st
1778.]

Fine aquatint, printed in brown and hand finished.
Sheet 325 x 505mm (12¾ x 20"). Framed. Trimmed to
image, losing inscriptions, laid on card. Unexamined
out of frame.
£450
A large separately-issued print, centred on a water mill,
showing the new 'English Bridge' over the Severn,
designed by John Gwynn and completed 1774. Among
the staffage is an angler. Ex Collection of Sarah
Baynton-Williams.
Stock:

222. [Old Shoreham] Old Shooram.
W. Hollar fec.t 1645.
Etching, 17th century watermark; 90 x 130mm (3½ x
5"), with large margins.
£260
A view of Old Shoreham from the South Downs.
Pennington 953, only state.
Stock: 56057

219. Plan of the City of Bath.
Gingell Sculp.t. Published as the Act directs for
Meyler' Bath Guide, sold at the Circulating Library and
by all the other Booksellers in Bath.
Engraved map, verso in ink "Rich Champney". Sheet
360 x 315m (14¼ x 12½"). Trimmed within plate,
small hole. Crease.
£260
A plan of Bath with a 24-point key and an vignette
exterior of the Pump Room.
Stock: 56096

220. S.W. View of Nettlecombe Court,
Somerset, the Seat of Sir John Trevelyan Bar.t
(as it appeared in 1816.)
Drawn by the [Rev.d W.H. Turner?] En...
Rare engraving, plate 250 x 320mm (9¾ x 13½"), with
large margins. Abrasions in publication line obscuring
artist and engraver.
£130
A south western view of Nettlecombe Court, Exmoor
National Park. An assortment of figures in the
foreground; one man holds a cricket bat.
Stock: 56012

221. View of Perry Barr Hall, the Seat of
John Gough, Esq. From Drawings by Charles
Radclyffe.
Birmingham: Wrighton and Webb, Publishers. 1838.
Folio, original printed wrappers; title and 8 tinted
lithographic plates, as called for, interleaved with
tissue, with very large margins. Wear to covers and
edges. Stained country house condition.
£250
Perry Barr Hall, built in the late 16th century,
demolished 1927. The grounds are a park in Perry
Barr, Birmingham.
Stock: 56135

223. Town of Birmingham.
John Kempson, Surveyor & Land Agent, Birmingham.
[Birmingham, c.1827.]
Engraved map. 420 x 300mm (16½ x 11¾"),
watermarked 'J Whatman 1827'. Ink stain causing
paper loss lower right, splits in folds.
£230
A town plan of Birmingham with a table of HackneyCoach Fares.
Stock: 56097

Perspective View of Winter Garden
Designed for Sir John Brown, Sheffield.
224.

[n.d., c.1870.]
Rare chromolithograph. Sheet 180 x 245mm (7 x 9¾").
Trimmed and laid on album paper.
£140
A huge greenhouse, built during the vogue created by
the Crystal Palace.
Probably published by a builder of greenhouses. See
56070.
Stock: 56063

225. High Harrogate.
Rock & C.o London N.o 2086 March 21st 1853.
Engraving, sheet 100 x 135mm (4 x 5¼"). Trimmed
within plate.
£60
A scene in High Harrogate North Yorkshire. People
travel to and fro on horseback or in a carriage. A
cariole drawn by a goat can be seen in the foreground.
Further behind cricketers are playing a match.
Stock: 56002

226. Plan of the Town of Leeds. with the
Recent Improvements. Surveyed in 1821 by
Cha.s Fowler, Leeds. Engraved for the
Yorkshire Directory.
Nelle & Son, 352 Strand. Published by Edw.d Baines
Leeds 1821.
Engraved map, 1820 watermark. 250 x 350mm (9¾ x
13¾"). Splits in binding folds taped.
£80
Plan of Leeds with a 54-point key and an inset ''S.E.
View of the Philosophical & Literary Society's Hall''.
Stock: 56094

Arundel, in Cologne in 1636. Pennington 922. Ex:
Collection of David G. E. Smith
Stock: 55528

231. Inside of Chepstow Castle.
P. Sandby Fecit. Published by T. Palser Surry fide
Westminster Bridge 1812.
Coloured aquatint, sheet 210 x 285mm (8¼ x 11¼).
Trimmed within plate.
£140
A views of the ruins of Chepstow Castle in
Monmouthshire Wales. It is the oldest surviving postRoman stone fortification in Britain with its
construction beginning in 1067 under the instruction of
the Norman Lord William FitzOsbern (1020 – 1071).
Sandby toured North Wales with Sir Watkin WilliamsWynn around 1771.
Stock: 56168

227. Plan of Sheffield, Engraved for the
History & Directory of Yorkshire.
Alfred Smith Land Surveyor, Little Preston, near
Leeds. Published by Edward Baines, Leeds, 1822.
Engraved map. Printed area 310 x 260mm (12¼ x
10¼"), watermarked 1822. Trimmed close to printed
border lower left by binder, creases and spotting. £160
Detailed plan of Sheffield, with a vignette view of the
General Infirmary.
Stock: 56098

228. Wesleyan Grammar School Sheffield.
London, J & F Harwood 26 Fenchurch S.t.
Rare engraving sheet 105 x 170mm (4 x 6¾). Trimmed
inside plate mark and glued to backing sheet.
£130
A view of students playing cricket against the
background of the school.
Stock: 56007

229. York. Engraved for the Yorkshire
Directory.
Alfred Smith Land Surveyor, Little Preston, near
Leeds. Neele & Son sculp. 352 Strand. Published by
Edward Baines, Leeds, 1822.
Engraved map. Printed area 335 x 290mm (13¼ x
11½"). Splits in folds with loss, laid on backing paper.
Bit messy.
£190
Detailed plan of York, with a vignette view of the New
Ouse Bridge, designed by Peter Atkinson the younger,
completed in 1821.
Stock: 56100

230. Elizabeth Castle in Yarsey.
[Wenceslaus Hollar]
Etching, sheet 60 x 130mm (2½ x 5¼"). Trimmed.
Mounted on album paper.
£160
Elizabeth Castle in Jersey. One of a set of 'English
views' by Wenceslaus Hollar (1607-77), Bohemian
printmaker who spent most of his career working in
England after meeting Thomas Howard, second earl of

232. [Corwen Bridge.] To Edw.d Williams
Vaughan Salesbury Esq.r This view of Corwen
Bridge is with the greatest respect inscribed by
his obedient & obliged servants, T. Walmsley
& F. Jukes.
From a Drawing by T. Walmsley. Engrav'd by F.
Jukes. London Pub.d by F. Jukes, N.o 10 Howland
Street.
Aquatint. 350 x 445mm (13¾ x 17¼"), very large
margins. Slight toning in margin edges.
£290
An idyllic view of Corwen Bridge, with two anglers
wading in the shallows of the river. Corwen bridge has
been recognised as an excellent example of 18th
century masonry and was built as part of a important
series of early bridges across the rivers Alwen and Dee.
Collection: Watt
Stock: 56188

233. Llangollin in the County of Denbigh,
from the Turnpike Road above the River Dee.
P. Sandby Fecit. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament by P. Sandby St. Georges Row, Sepr. 1st.
1776' and numbered in upper left corner 'No. 4'.
Coloured aquatint, plate 240 x 315mm (9½ x 12½).
Margins worn.
£140
Views in Wales: Second set: Sandby toured North
Wales with Sir Watkin Williams-Wynn around 1771.
Stock: 56167

234. To His Royal Highness The Prince of
Wales. This View of Llangollen Bridge is
humbly inscribed by his devoted serv.ts J.
Walmsley & F. Jukes. View 11.th.
From a Picture by T. Walmsley. Engraved by F. Jukes.
London pub.d Jan.ry 30 1794 by F. Jukes N.o 10
Howland Street.
Aquatint. 350 x 440mm (13¾ x 17¼"). Faint stain in
bottom left of title area. Crease in top right corner.
Trimmed.
£180
Llangollen bridge, crossing the River Dee in Wales.
The bridge was first built in 1345, with major
rebuilding work in 1656. Following the
industrialisation of the area, the width of the bridge
was doubled in 1873 to cope with increased traffic.

the Scottish Covenanting army and the Royalists
during the Civil War. After the Restoration, promoted
to general, he helped supress the Lowland
Covenanters, provoking the Pentland Uprising in 1666,
during which he was captured at Dumfries. Often
threatened with execution, he survived, perhaps
because his captors knew he had been criticised for
leniency by his superiors.
This portrait was published as the frontispiece portrait
to his 'Pallas Armata', essays on classical and modern
warfare.
Stock: 55975

Stock: 56187

235. The Abbey of Llan Egwerst or Vale
Crucis, and Castle Dinas Bran. 5
P. Sandby Fecit. Publish'd according to Act of
Parliament by P. Sandby St. Georges Row, Sep.r 1st
1776.
Coloured aquatint with etching. Sheet 235 x 315mm
(9¼ x 12½"). Trimmed to plate.
£160
A view of Valle Crucis Abbey (Valley of the Cross), a
Cistercian abbey in Denbighshire, built 1201 and
dissolved 1537, plate V of Part II of Sandby's 'Views in
Wales', the first series of aquatints published in Britain.
Abbey Scenery: 511.
Stock: 56166

237. High School (Leith)
Drawn. Eng.d & Pub.d by J, & H, S, Storer, Chapel
Street Pentonville Oct 1 1820.
Engraving, plate 100 x 155mm (4 x 6"), with large
margins. Creases in margins, abrasions that go into the
plate mark but not the image.
£90
A view of a school in Leith Scotland. Children amuse
themselves outside; a group play cricket, some buy
treats and others play marbles. Produced for the series
‘Views in Edinburgh and its Vicinity’ by father, James
Sargant (1771–1853), and son, Henry Sargant Storer
(1795–1837).
Stock: 56008

[Sir James Turner] Vera Effigies Jacobi
Turner Equitis Aurati.
236.

R. White Sculp. Printed for R. Chiswell at the Rose
and Crowne in St Pauls Church Yard [n.d., 1683].
Engraving, J. Whatman 17? watermark; Sheet 235 x
150mm (9¼ x 6"). Trimmed to plate, laid on album
paper with letterpress biography underneath.
£190
Sir James Turner (1615-c.1686), Scottish professional
soldier who fought for the Swedes in the invasion of
Bavaria in 1632 and the Thirty Years' War, and both

238. Port Patrick.
E. Walsh Esqr_delt. J.Sculp. No.39 of R.Ackermann's
Repository of Arts &c. Pub.March 1-1812, at 101
Strand London.
Aquatint, printed in colour and hand-finished. Sheet
145 x 235mm (5¾ x 9¼").
£70
A view of the fishing village Portpatrick on the Rhins
of Galloway, the peninsula on the end of south-west of
Scotland.
Port Patrick is a village on the extreme south-western
tip of mainland Scotland, cut into a cleft in steep cliffs.
It was a village founded on fishing origins with the
crescent shaped harbour being constructed for that
purpose.
Ackermann's Repository of Arts was an illustrated,
British periodical published from 1809-1829 by
Rudolph Ackermann. The formal title of the
publication was "Respository of Arts, Literature,
Commerce, Manufactures, Fashions, and Politics", and
it did cover all of these fields. At the time, it was
considered to be of great influence to the English taste
in fashion, architecture, and literature.
Stock: 55915

239. [Red deer in a Highland valley.]
H. Macbeth-Raeburn [pencil]. [n.d., c.1910.]
Rare aquatint on chine collé, printed in colours, signed
by the artist in pencil. 420 x 650mm (16½ x 25½")
large margins. Tear in backing sheet taped.
£320
Sir Henry Macbeth-Raeburn RA, RE (1860 - 1947).
Stock: 56082

was overthrown by radical Jacobins who recalled him
to Paris, where he faced certain execution. Early on 19
August, he fled Sedan with much of his staff and
crossed the border.
Published in the 'Collection complète des tableaux
historiques de la révolution française'.
Stock: 55960

242. Réduction de la carte topographique des
environs de St Hubert et de Rambouillet
[Levée par ordre du roi, par les ingénieurs
géographes des camps et marches des armées
de sa majesté sous la direction du Sr Berthier,
en 1764] pour servir aux chasse de sa Majesté
[ink mss.].

240. [Dublin views set of 7 of 12]
Publish'd by W.m Allen, 32 Dame S.t Dublin.
Part set of very rare engravings. Plate 170 x 275mm
(6¾ x 10¾"), on laid watermarked paper with margins.
Holes in left margin where previously bound. Time
stained.
£1500
An incomplete set of extremely rare undated Dublin
series by William Allen. They are after views by
Malton, Fisher, Wheatley and an anonymous series of
sepia aquatints of 1784. The views include Parliament
House College Green plate 1, Blue Coat Hospital pl2,
Lighthouse & Bay pl3, Law Courts pl5, Royal
Exchange pl6, College Green with the Yeomen firing
pl7 and Lying In Hospital pl8. William Allen was the
leading Dublin printseller of his day and published
many copies of London prints. By 1820 he was trading
as Allen & Sons; after William retired in 1826, it was
taken on by his sons as M.H. & J.W.Allen Bonar Law:
Views of Dublin 3.32/33/34/36/37/38/39
Stock: 56173

241. Émigration de La Fayette du Camp
devant Sedan. le 19 Aoust 1792. No. 79.
Swebach Desfontaines inv. & del. Berthault sculp.
[Paris: Auber, 1804.]
Etching with large margins. Plate 240 x 275mm (9½ x
10¾"). Abrasion just inside plate mark at bottom right.
£160
August 1792 saw Lafayette as commander of the
French Northern Army with headquarters at Sedan. He

Gravé par Guill. De-la-Haye. [Paris, c.1764.]
Scarce engraved map with original hand colour, two
sheets conjoined, dissected and laid on linen, total 560
x 825mm (22 x 32½"). Bookplate ''Ex Libris M.A.
Principis Burghesii'' & ink mss title label ''Carte des
Chasses de L'Empereur à Rambouilles'' pasted on
linen. Original title half scratched out, label with old
ink mss. pasted over. Ink stamp of the 'Depot general
de la Guerre' in sky of vignette.
£650
Map of the environs of Château de Rambouillet, one of
Napoleon's official residences, orientated with north to
the bottom right, with a vignette view of Louis XV's
hunting lodge, the Château de Saint-Hubert. Scarce
with French Royalty connections. Drawn by army
engineers under the direction of Jean-Baptiste Berthier
and engraved by Guillaume-Nicolas Delahaye, the map
was originally published in 1764.
This example seems to have been customised c.1810
for Camillo Filippo Ludovico Borghese, husband of
Napoleon Bonaparte's sister Pauline, a 'Prince of the
French Empire'. Half of the original title has been
scratched out and replaced with hand written note 'for
the use of his Majesty's hunt'. When Napoleon became
emperor in 1804 Rambouillet was one of the residences
put at his disposal, using the extensive lands for
hunting, for which this map was adapted. (Saint-Hubert
was unfinished on the death of Louis XV and had been
abandoned)
The last time Napoleon stayed at Rambouillet was a
week after his second abdication in June 1815, leaving
to go into exile on St Helena. At that time Borghese
left Pauline and went to Florence.
Stock: 56130

246.

Nouveau Pont en chaînes, près du Jardin

d'eté.
À St.-Pétersbourg, chez Alexandre Pluchart,
imprimeur-libraire, éditeur. // Grande Morskoy, maison
Kossikoffsky, n° 69. // 1827
Lithograph with hand-colouring, with large margins,
printed area 240 x 340mm (9½ x 13½").
£160
Plate 41 from a series of 46 views of the town
published in St Petersburg to be sold to tourists. A
complete set is in the Bibliothèque nationale de
France.
Stock: 56178

243. Monumens Antiques du Camp Vaccino,
a Rome.
Junto Tarté del. Piringer sculp. A Paris, chez Bance
l'aine, Rue S.t Denis, no 214.
Large folio, original half calf; pp. ii + 6 numbered
aquatints with etching, as called for. Original Binding
distressed, sheets with damp staining outside very large
margins.
£980
Six views of the Roman Forum, called the Campo
Vaccino because of the cows that grazed there,
engraved by Benedikt Piringer.
Stock: 56140

244. Plan of the Operations of the Siege of the
Citadel of Antwerp.
Pub. by J. Jubb, 69, Lowgate and Peck & Smith, Hull.
[n.d., c.1832.]
Rare engraved map. Printed area 190 x 220mm (7½ x
8¾"). Tear taped, light foxing, creased.
£95
The siege of the Citadel of Antwerp in 1832, in which
the French helped remove the Dutch garrison left in the
citadel after the Belgian Revolution, using large
mortars to bombard the garrison.

247. Ferdinand VII, Roi d'Espagne.
A. Maurin 1833 [in image]. Lith. de Lemercier rue du
Four S.G. No.35 Paris chez Chaillou Editeur rue St
Honoré No. 140
Lithograph, image 165 x 115mm (6½ x 4½") very large
margins. Messy. Uncut sheet; repaired tears in
margins; publisher's blindstamp.
£95
Ferdinand VII (1784-1833), twice king of Spain (1808;
1813-33). Overthrown by Napoleon in 1808, the
French Emperor acknowledged him as king again in
1813. Towards the end of his life he married Maria
Christina, with whom he had a daughter, Isabella, who
subsequently became queen.
From a series of portraits by lithographer Antoine
Maurin dit l'aîné (1793 - 1860). For Isabella II as a
child, see ref. 19410; for Maria Christina, see ref.
34517.
Stock: 55964

Stock: 56099

245. Dona Maria, Reine de Portugal
A. Maurin 1832 [in image]. Lith. de Lemercier rue du
Four S.G. No.35 Paris chez Chaillou Editeur rue St
Honoré No. 140.
Lithograph, image 175 x 130mm (7 x 5") with very
large margins. Uncut sheet; publisher's blindstamp.
£95
Dona Maria II (1819-53), queen regent of Portugal and
the Algarves from 1826-28, and from 1834-53, here
portrayed at the age of around thirteen. Maria had been
nominated by the elderly King Joao VI to serve as
regent (as his favoured son Pedro was emperor of
Brazil), but in 1828 the Joao's exiled son Miguel
deposed Maria, proclaiming himself king. Thereafter
Maria travelled to various European courts in search of
support. Pedro later joined forces with Maria, warring
with Miguel and forcing him to abdicate, restoring
Maria to the throne.
From a series of portraits by lithographer Antoine
Maurin dit l'aîné (1793 - 1860). For satirical
representations of Maria visiting the British court, see
refs. 30507, 30545 and 30249.
Stock: 55963

248. A General View of the City of Madrid
the Capital of Kingdom of Spain. Vue Generale
de Madrid Ville Capitale du Roicaume
d'Espagne.
[n.d., c.1770.]
Hand coloured etching and engraving, 175 x 280mm. 7
x 11", very large margins. Some tears and holes in
margins where previously bound.
£160
From a series of reductions copied from larger views,
probably published by Robert Sayer in London (1725 1794).
Numbered '9' upper right.
Stock: 55961

249. Cairo. Caire.
A. Schranz del. Deroy lith. Imp Lemercier a Paris.
[n.d,. c.1835]
Coloured lithograph, sheet 290 x 380mm (11½ x 15"),
large margins. Crease, tear and some surface dirt in
right margin. Abrasion in image top right.
£160
A view of Cairo, the capital of Egypt.
Seems to be from an a set of prints from an
unidentified series. See 56088. Not in Abbey.
Stock: 56089

250. Sphinx and Pyramids.
A. Schranz del. Bichebois lith. Imp Lemercier a Paris.
[n.d,. c.1835]
Coloured lithograph, sheet 290 x 380mm (11½ x 15"),
large margins. Some foxing.
£160
A view of the Great Sphinx and the Pyramids of Giza,
some men gather in front of the Sphinx and sand blows
in the wind.
Seems to be from an a set of prints from an
unidentified series. See 56089 Not in Abbey.

Rare lithograph. Sheet 250 x 340mm (9¾ x 13½"),
with publisher's blind stamp. Slight staining, bottom
right corner snipped.
£260
A Congolese chief outside his hut. A plate from
'Voyage au Congo et dans l'interieur de l'Afrique
Equinoxiale', three volumes, by Jean Baptiste Douville
(1794-1837).
A wealthy traveller, Douville visited Luanda in 1828,
before returning to Paris in 1831 and claiming to have
explored the African interior. On the strength of his
account he was awarded the Société de Géographie's
third 'Grande Médaille d'Or des Explorations'. He
published this account in 1832 but by the end of the
year it was established that his involvement was
fiction. After his fiancée killed herself because of the
scandal, he left France for Brazil where he was
murdered in 1837.
Sir Richard Burton maintained that the details in the
account were credible, but today it is believed that
Douvill's chief sources were unpublished Portuguese
manuscripts to which he had ready access.

Stock: 56088

Stock: 56041

[Guinea] Village de Bel-Air sur la Côte
d'Afrique.

253. Reception de Franklin au Palais Royal
par le Duc d'Orleans (Louis Philippe) 1778.
Histoire du Palais Royal. (Stuben).

251.

Paris del. Himely sc. de Sainson Edit. Finot imp.
[Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1833-1835.]
Aquatint on chine collé. 295 x 380mm (11½ x 15")
with large margins, blind stamp of 'La Favorite'. Some
spotting in margins.
£65
A view of Bel-Air, a village of straw huts near
Conakry in Guinea.
From the series "Voyage Autour du Monde par les
Mers de l’Inde et de la Chine de la corvette de sa
Majeste La Favorite execute pendant les annees
1830,1831,1832 sous le commandement de M.
Laplace", published in Paris in 1835 under the
direction of Louise Auguste de Sainson. Under the
command of Laplace, La Favorite explored Indian
Ocean and the route to the Indies via the Strait of
Malacca, between Sumatra and Malaysia, into the
China Sea (1830-1832).

Weber del. lith de Ch: Motte. [n.d., c.1840.]
Coloured lithograph on chine collé. Sheet 390 x
280mm (15¼ x 11"), with publisher's blindstamp. A
little spotting, chine collé lifting on left.
£90
Benjamin Franklin being presented to the Duc
d'Orleans in 1778, while he was a commissioner of the
United States, during the American War of
Independence.
Stock: 55756

Stock: 56200

252. [A fake expedition to the Congo] Chef
Nègre, (entouré de ses nobles, de quelques unes
de ses femmes et de ses filles.) (Possessions
Portugaises.)
Dessiné d'après nature par M.r Douveill et lith.é par
Nogues. Lith de Engelmann.] [Paris: Jules Renouard,
1832.]

254. Life in New York. The Rivals.
Printed by C. Ingrey, 310 Strand. Pub. by W.H. Isaacs,
Charles St. Soho [n.d., c.1832].
Scarce coloured lithograph. Printed area 160 x 210mm
(6¼ x 8¼"). Tear in inscription area taped.
£260
Two black men compete for the attentions of a finelydressed woman. A satire on the aspirations of the free
black people in New York, continuing on the success
of the similar series 'Life in Philadelphia' by William
Clay, published in England by W. Harrison Issacs.
Stock: 56056

255. An American Indian Demanding his
Bride.
W.M. Craig del. K. Mackenzie sculp. London,
Published Sept.r 1808 by S.A. & H. Oddy, 27, Oxford
Street.
Rare stipple. Sheet 225 x 130mm (9 x 5¼").
£90
A fanciful scene of a Native American presenting a
dowry of game.
Stock: 56214

256. War Dance of the Sauks and Foxes.
Printed, Drawn & Coloured at J. T. Bowen,
Lithographic Establishment No. 94 Walnut Street [after
Peter Rindisbacher]. Published by F.W. Greenough,
Philada. Entered according to act of Congress in the
year 1838 by E.C. Greenough, in the Clerks Office of
the Districk Court of the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania
Lithograph. Printed area 235 x 350mm (9¼ x 13¾"),
with large margins.
£420
Warriors of the Sauk and Meskwaki (Fox) tribes
dancing, sketched by Peter Rindisbacher (1806-34) and
published in Thomas McKenney and James Hall's
'History of the Indian Tribes of North America'.
Stock: 56058

257. Amérique Septentionale. Coutume
funèbre des Chactas de la Louisiane
[n.d., c.1800.]
Coloured engraving. Sheet 185 x 125mm (7¼ x 5").
Trimmed within plate.
£70
A Choctaw 'burial scaffold', a funerary platform
supported by four posts. This was the first step in a
burial process. After several months later, bone pickers
stripped the flesh from the bones, which were cleaned
and placed in an ossuary.
Stock: 56216

259. Deerfoot, The Seneca Indian. Height 5
Feet, 11 Inches. Born, 1837.
Aston [****]1861. London: Published Jan. 11th, 1862,
by George Nerwbold, 303 & 304, Strand, W.C.
Tinted lithograph. Sheet 245 x 150mm (9¾ x 6").
Trimmed to image and around title, tear in image
taped.
£260
A full-length portrait of Deerfoot–Red Jacket, or Hutgoh-so-do-neh (born between 1828 and 1835, died
1896), famed distance runner, posing in a kilt, his hat
and bearskin to one side. This is based on a photograph
taken when he was in London in 1861, competing
against the best long-distance runners in the world,
defeating nearly all of them. However he was best
known for his rowdy nightlife, maintained for publicity
purposes.
Stock: 56210

260. Ameriq. Sept. L'An 1801. Possession
Anglaies. Home & Femme Iroquoia.
Coloured engraving. Sheet 220 x 160mm (8¾ x 6¼").
£120
A fanciful portrait of an Iroquis warrior, his wife and
child in a cradleboard.

258.

Stock: 56217

[n.d., c.1800.]
Coloured engraving. Sheet 185 x 125mm (7¼ x 5").
Trimmed within plate at sides.
£95
An initiation ceremony for a Creek warrior.

261. Mongolian Race. A Kalapuya Lad;
Native of Oregon.

Amérique Septentionale. Enrolement des
guerrieurs Creeks.

Stock: 56213

[n.d., c.1850.]
Coloured engraving. Sheet 170 x 110mm (6¾ x 4¼").
£130
Head and shoulders portrait, copied from an engraving
in Charles Wilkes' U. S. Exploring Expedition: Vol 9
the Races of Man', 1848.
Stock: 56208

262. The Mohawk Warrior, with his Tomax,
Scalping-Knife &c.
A. Walker Del. et Sculp. [n.d., c.1750.]
Engraving. Sheet 205 x 105mm (8 x 4¼"). Trimmed to
image on three sides.
£260
A full-length portrait of a Mohawk warrior, smoking
his 'Tomax', an axe that doubles as a pipe. His flintlock
leans against a tree.
With an old anotation in ink at bottom stating this is
one of the 200 Mohawk warriors that fought with
William Johnson at the Battle of Lake George in 1755,
defeating the French.
Stock: 56207

265. [Otacity Ostenaco] Outacite, King of the
Cherokees.

263. The Mohawk Warrior, with his Tomax,
Scalping-Knife &c.
A. Walker Del. et Sculp. [n.d., c.1750.]
Engraving with original hand colour. Sheet 185 x
105mm (7¼ x 4¼"). Trimmed to image on three sides,
dealer's label on reverse.
£260
A full-length portrait of a Mohawk warrior, smoking
his 'Tomax', an axe that doubles as a pipe. His flintlock
leans against a tree.
We have seen another example of this print with an old
anotation stating this is one of the 200 Mohawk
warriors that fought with William Johnson at the Battle
of Lake George in 1755, defeating the French.
Stock: 56206

264. [Otacity Ostenaco] Austenaco, Great
Warriour, Commander in Chief of the
Cherokee Nation.
Engraved for the British Magazine. [loosely based on a
painting by Joshua Reynolds.] [n.d. c.1762].
Engraving. 180 x 110mm (7 x 4")
£160
Otacity Ostenaco (c.1710-80), Cherokee chief who
fought for the British in the French and Indian Wars
(raiding the French stronghold at Fort Duquesne, now
Pittsburgh) and the American War of Independence. In
1762 he visited London, where he was painted by
Joshua Reynolds.
Stock: 56209

[loosely based on a painting by Joshua Reynolds.]
[n.d., c1765.]
Engraving. 180 x 110mm (7 x 4¼") Trimmed to plate
top and bottom, tear in right margin; 2 sides large
margins.
£160
Otacity Ostenaco (c.1710-80), Cherokee chief who
fought for the British in the French and Indian Wars
(raiding the French stronghold at Fort Duquesne, now
Pittsburgh) and the American War of Independence. In
1762 he visited London, where he was painted by
Joshua Reynolds.
Stock: 56205

[Otacity Ostenaco] Outacite, King of the
Cherokees.
266.

[based on a painting by Joshua Reynolds.] [n.d.,
c1765.]
Original coloured engraving. Trimmed as a scrap, sheet
(at largest) 155 x 105mm (6 x 4"). Trimmed within
image, hole in title area.
£160
Otacity Ostenaco (c.1710-80), Cherokee chief who
fought for the British in the French and Indian Wars
(raiding the French stronghold at Fort Duquesne, now
Pittsburgh) and the American War of Independence. In
1762 he visited London, where he was painted by
Joshua Reynolds.
Stock: 56204

267. [Human Sacrifice] America. Chap. V.
[London: John Ogilby, 1670.]
Engraving. 130 x 170mm (5 x 6¾"). Trimmed from a
sheet of text.
£160
A man lying on a slab, being bled. Behind two warriors
fight. From 'America Being the Latest and Most
Accurate Description of the New World'.
Stock: 56211

268. [A skirmish between Europeans and
Native Americans] America. Chap. VII.
[London: John Ogilby, 1670.]
Engraving. 130 x 170mm (5 x 6¾"). Trimmed from a
sheet of text.
£160
Probably the Dutch fighting a slave revolt in Brazil.
From ''America Being the Latest and Most Accurate
Description of the New World'', Ogilby's translation of
Arnold Montanus' ''De Nieuwe en Onbekende
Weereld''.
Stock: 56212

Arucano, Native of Chili. D.r Prichard's
Natural History of Man. Plate XLI.
269.

London, Published by H.Bailliere, 1842.
Coloured aquatint. Sheet 230 x 145mm (9 x 5¾"0. £65
A Mapuche of the Araucanía region of Chile.
Stock: 56215

270. San Francisco.
E. Hildebrandt. Chromofacsimile [n.d. c.1865.]
Chromolithograph. 270 x 380mm. 10¾ x 15" Trimmed
to image as normal.
£280
A view up California Street, towards Nob Hill, one of
the original 'Seven Hills' of the city. past Montgomery
Street. On the right are the Parrott Building and St.
Mary's, to the left Grace Church. In the foreground is a
steam-powered trolley car, a decade before the
introduction of the first cable system.
Edward Hildebrandt (1818-1869) went on a world tour
in the 1860s with stops that included the United States.
A folio of his works from his round-the-world voyage
were published as chromolithographs in 1864 in Berlin
under the title 'Reise um die Erde' (Journey around the
Earth). His original watercolours were exhibited in
London in 1866 and Crystal Palace in 1868, just a year
before his death in Berlin.
Stock: 56145

right is Astor House (or the Park Hotel), built in 1834,
with St. Paul's Chapel next to it. Beside that is the
daguerreotype studio of Mathew B. Brady (at the
corner of Broadway and Fulton Street). On the left is
Barnum's Museum at Broadway and Ann Street (a site
that it occupied from 1830 to 1865).
Lithographed by Isidore-Laurent Deroy (1797-1886)
after August Köllner (1813-1906). Köllner, born in
Württemberg and emigrated to America in 1839, made
over a hundred drawing of American and Canadian
cities, sending them to Paris to be lithographed. 54
were published, between 1848 and 1851.
Stock: 56027

Black Swan of Cape Diemen.
Entrecasteaux.
272.

Eastgate sc. [London: printed by W. Stratford, for J.
Stratford, 1810.]
Engraving, sheet 200 x 220mm (8 x 8¾"). Trimmed.
£95
Black swan seen on Tasmania. From Cavendish
Pelham's 'The world; or, The present state of the
universe: being a general and complete collection of
modern voyages and travels... embellished with
upwards of one hundred and thirty beautiful
engravings'.
Stock: 56051

273. Arctic Regions. Musk Ox LVIII
[Edinburgh, Edmonston and Douglas, c.1860]
Coloured lithograph, sheet 210 x 325mm (8¼ x 12¾").
Tears to edges.
£70
An arctic view depicting snowy mountains, green
pasture with Musk Oxen, the icy sea with a whale
spouting water from its blow hole and birds catching
fish. From Edmonston and Douglas's 'The Instructive
Picture Book. Quadrupeds.'
Stock: 56029

274. The Isabella & Alexander, under Captn.
Ross, passing a remarkable Iceberg, July, 1818.
Plate 6. Vol VII.

271. New-York 44. Broad-way.
Drawn from nature by Aug. Köllner. Lith by Deroy.
Printed by Cattier. New-York & Paris; published by
Goupil & Co. Entered according to act of congress, in
the year 1850, by Aug. Köllner, in the clerk's office of
the district court for the southern district of New-York.
Tinted lithograph with hand colour. Ink stamp verso
"Rofino Hernando Liberia monte num 78 Habana".
Printed area 245 x 300mm (9¾ x 11¾"). Some
spotting.
£350
A busy view looking south on Broadway from City
Hall Park, looking towards Trinity Church. On the

No.37 of R.Ackermann's Repository of Arts &c. Pub.d
Jany.1, 1819.
Aquatint. Sheet 145 x 240mm (5¾ x 9½"). Slight
offset.
£80
A tall, pointed iceberg seen by the crew of the two
ships on Captain John Ross's First Arctic Expedition,
one of the attempts to find the North West Passage. In
August 1818 they reached Lancaster Sound, in Canada.
Ackermann's Repository of Arts was an illustrated,
British periodical published from 1809-1829 by
Rudolph Ackermann.
Stock: 55916

275. [Humen] Ile de Bocca Tigre et Batteries
de Bocca Tigris.
Paris del. Himely sc. de Sainson Edit. Finot imp.
[Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1833-1835.]
Aquatint on chine collé. 295 x 380mm (11½ x 15")
with large margins, blind stamp of 'La Favorite'. Some
spotting in margins.
£160

A view of the famous forts in the Pearl River delta,
built to guard the approaches to Canton. Later in the
1830s the first major battle of the First Opium War was
the British attack on these forts.
Part of a series "Voyage Autour du Monde par les Mers
de l’Inde et de la Chine de la corvette de sa Majeste La
Favorite execute pendant les annees 1830,1831,1832
sous le commandement de M. Laplace", published in
Paris in 1835 under the direction of Louise Auguste de
Sainson. Under the command of Laplace, La Favorite
explored Indian Ocean and the route to the Indies via
the Strait of Malacca, between Sumatra and Malaysia,
into the China Sea (1830-1832).
Stock: 56199

Stock: 56201

278. [Vietnam] Cochinechine. Soldats de la
Guarde de l'Empereur. Soldats de L'Armée.
Paris del. Himely sc. de Sainson Edit. Finot imp.
[Paris: Imprimerie Royale, 1833-1835.]
Aquatint on chine collé. 295 x 380mm (11½ x 15")
with large margins, blind stamp of 'La Favorite'. Some
spotting in margins.
£130
Soldiers of the Imperial Guard and the regular army.
From the series "Voyage Autour du Monde par les
Mers de l’Inde et de la Chine de la corvette de sa
Majeste La Favorite execute pendant les annees
1830,1831,1832 sous le commandement de M.
Laplace", published in Paris in 1835 under the
direction of Louise Auguste de Sainson. Under the
command of Laplace, La Favorite explored Indian
Ocean and the route to the Indies via the Strait of
Malacca, between Sumatra and Malaysia, into the
China Sea (1830-1832).
Stock: 56202

279. [Potala Palace, Lhassa] The Castle
Bietalia wherin the great Lama Inhabitets.

276. Scene in Bombay. From a Drawing by
Capt.n Grindlay.
Eng.d by R.G. Reeve. Col.d by J.B. Hogarth. London
Pub.d by R. Ackermann, Strand, 1826.
Aquatint, printed in blue & brown and hand-finished.
300 x 370mm (11¾ x 14½"). Slightly time stained.
£260
A square with native porters and palanquins.
From Robert Grindlay's (1786-1877) 'Scenery,
costumes and architecture, chiefly on the western side
of India,' 1826-30. Grindlay, founder of the ANZ
Grindlays Bank, came to India in 1803, worked with
the East India Company and served with the Seventh
Bombay Native Infantry from 1804-1820. Abbey
Travel 442.

[London: John Ogilby, 1673.]
Engraving. 105 x 165mm (4¼ x 6½"). Trimmed from a
larger sheet. Loss to bottom left corner.
£180
A view from Father Athanasius Kircher's description of
China, as published in Ogilby's English edition; Capital
of Tibet.
Stock: 56170

Stock: 55962

277. [Vietnam] Reception du Commandant de
la Favourite par un Mandarin Cochinois.

280. [Constantinople] Amirauté. Embarcation
de l'Amiral.

de Sainson del d'après Schoulten. Himely sc. de
Sainson Edit. Finot imp. [Paris: Imprimerie Royale,
1833-1835.]
Aquatint on chine collé. 295 x 380mm (11½ x 15")
with large margins, blind stamp of 'La Favorite'. Some
spotting in margins.
£140
From the series "Voyage Autour du Monde par les
Mers de l’Inde et de la Chine de la corvette de sa
Majeste La Favorite execute pendant les annees
1830,1831,1832 sous le commandement de M.
Laplace", published in Paris in 1835 under the
direction of Louise Auguste de Sainson. Under the
command of Laplace, La Favorite explored Indian
Ocean and the route to the Indies via the Strait of
Malacca, between Sumatra and Malaysia, into the
China Sea (1830-1832).

J. Brindési del. Imp. Lemercier, Paris. Schultz lith.
[n.d., c.1860.]
Chromolithograph. Sheet 350 x 490mm (13¾ x 19¼").
Laid on board.
£260
A view of the Admiralty of Constantinople, with an
admiral being rowed ashore. An Ottoman warship lies
at anchor on the left.
After Giovanni Brindesi (1826-88), an Italian who had
a workshop in Pera and was buried in the Catholic
cemetery of Feriköy district. He published 'Souvenirs
de Constantinople' as two albums (1855 & 1860), the
first depicting Turkish costume, the second scenes
from everyday life in Istanbul. His original drawings
are held by the Museum of Topkapi Palace and the
University of Istanbul.
Stock: 56018

